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Zusammenfassung
In der allgemeinen Relativita¨tstheorie hat Albert Einstein die Existenz von sich in der
Raum-Zeit ausbreitenden Sto¨rungen vorausgesagt, die als Gravitationswellen bezeichnet
werden. Wegen ihrer a¨ußerst geringen wahrnehmbaren Auswirkungen, nahm Einstein
nicht an, dass sie jemals direkt meßbar wa¨ren. Fast ein Jahrhundert spa¨ter haben Fort-
schritte in dem Bereich der Laser-Interferometrie die Detektion von Gravitationswellen
zu einem realisierbarem Ziel gemacht. Der Nachweis solcher Wellen wa¨re ein Meilenstein
fu¨r die Relativita¨tstheorie und in der Bereitstellung von astrophysischen Informationen,
welche elektromagnetischen Beobachtungen unzuga¨nglich sind.
Es wurde ein internationales Netzwerk von sechs laserinterferometrischen Gravitations-
wellendetektoren errichtet. Diese Instrumente befinden sich im U¨bergang zwichen Aufbau
und langfristiger Datenaufnahme bei Zielempfindlichkeit.
Der deutsch-britische Gravitationswellendetektor ist ein sogenannter Michelson-Interfe-
rometer, mit 600m langen Meßstrecken. Er befindet sich in Deutschland, ungefa¨hr 20 km
su¨dlich von Hannover. Die ambitionierte Gestaltung des GEO600 Detektors vereinigt
verschiedene Arten von fortschrittlichen Technologien, die ihn konkurrenzfa¨hig zu den
gro¨ßten gegenwa¨rtigen Detektoren und daru¨berhinaus zu einem Prototypen fu¨r die ge-
planten Detektoren der na¨chsten Generation machen. Diese Arbeit beschreibt wesentliche
Aspekte des Aufbaus und Verbesserung von GEO600. Das erste Kapitel gibt einen U¨ber-
blick u¨ber den GEO600 Detektor, sowie seine wichtigsten Teilsysteme, und stellt seine
aktuelle Leistungsfa¨higkeit.
In den anschließenden Kapiteln wird detailiert auf Aspekte der Rauschanalyse engegan-
gen, die zur Identifikation und Eliminierung empfindligkeitsbegrenzender Rauschquellen
dient. Wa¨hrend des Aufbaus von GEO600 wurde eine Technik zur Rauschanalyse ent-
wickelt, “noise projection” genannt, um systematisch zu ermitteln in welchem Grad die
verschiedenen Rauschquellen in den Ausgang des Detektors koppeln.
In Kapitel 2 werden die Prinzipien der noise projection beschrieben. Es wird das Verfahren
erla¨utert und es werden verschiedene Kategorien von noise projections dargestellt, sowie
durch Beispiele an vereinfachte Regelungssystemen demonstriert.
Die an GEO ausgefu¨hrten noise projections werden im 3. Kapitel erla¨utert. Jedes Teilsy-
stem, das mit wichtigen Rauschquellen zusammen ha¨ngt, wird kurz beschrieben. Ebenfalls
wird eine Zusammenfassung dieser Rauschbeitra¨ge mit der erzielten Empfindligkeit des
Detektors und dessen Zielempflindlichkeit verglichen.
Zum Abschluss werden in Kapitel 4 die Erweiterungen dieser Technik diskutiert, welche
die Automation, das Substrahieren von technisches Rauschbeitra¨ge und das Erstellen von
Vetos beinhalten.
Stichworte: Gravitationswellen, Regelungssysteme, Rauschanalyse
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Summary
In his theory of general relativity, Albert Einstein predicted the existence of traveling
disturbances in space-time called gravitational waves. Because of the exceedingly small
observable effects of these waves, he did not think that they would ever be directly mea-
sured. Almost a century later, advances in the field of laser interferometry have made
the detection of gravitational waves a realizable goal. The direct detection of gravita-
tional waves would be a scientific milestone strongly supporting the general theory of
relativity and providing astrophysical information that is inaccessible to electromagnetic
observations.
An international network of six long-baseline laser-interferometric gravitational-wave de-
tectors has now been constructed. These instruments are in transition from intense com-
missioning, focused on bringing the interferometers to stable operation at their target
sensitivity, to long term data collecting.
The German-British GEO600 gravitational-wave detector is a Michelson-type interferom-
eter, with a baseline of 600m, that is located about 20 km south of Hannover, Germany.
The ambitious design of GEO600 incorporates various types of advanced technologies
that make it both competitive with the largest of current detectors, and in some ways
prototypical of the planned advanced detectors of the next generation. This thesis de-
scribes important aspects related to the commissioning of GEO600. The first chapter will
introduce the GEO600 detector and its most important subsystems, and briefly describe
the performance of this instrument to date.
The following chapters will focus on aspects of noise analysis that aid identification and
elimination of technical noise that contributes to limiting the detector sensitivity. During
the commissioning of GEO600, a technique called noise projection was developed to
systematically determine the level with which various noise sources couple to the detector
output. This has played a key role in expediting the GEO600 commissioning process.
In chapter 2, the principles of noise projections are described. A procedure is given, and
several categories of noise projections are described, and demonstrated though examples
on simplified control loops.
Noise projections performed on GEO600 are described in chapter 3. A brief description
of each subsystem that relates to an important noise source is given, and the sum of the
noise from these is compared to the detector output and the target sensitivity.
Finally, chapter 4 discusses extensions of the technique. These include automation, tech-
nical noise subtraction, and vetoes against false gravitational-wave signals.
Keywords: gravitational-wave detection, control systems, noise analysis
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The gravitational-wave detector,
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1
Chapter 1. The gravitational-wave detector, GEO600
1.1. The current gravitational-wave detector network
1.1.1. Gravitational waves
Gravitational waves (GWs) are distortions of the space-time continuum that travel
outward from their sources at the speed of light. Their associated particle, the
graviton, has spin two, giving gravitational radiation its two polarizations, known
as plus “+” and cross “×”. In the far-field, the crest of one such wave will cause
an apparent stretching of the distance between freely falling masses in one spa-
tial direction orthogonal to the direction of travel of the wave, and a simultaneous
shrinking of the distance between such masses along the mutually orthogonal axis.
However, because space-time acts as an extraordinarily stiff medium, the apparent
strain between two test objects in the far-field will be exceedingly small. Astrophys-
ical systems are the most realistic candidates for producing measurable space-time
distortions on Earth. The gravitational waves emitted from, e.g., a supernova
explosion within our galaxy would create a strain amplitude of order h ∼ 10−18.
Gravitational radiation was first proposed by Albert Einstein in his General The-
ory of Relativity in 1918. Nearly a century later, they have not yet been directly
observed. The best indirect evidence supporting their existence resulted from care-
ful analysis of radio observations of the loss of kinetic energy of a rotating binary
neutron star system [Taylor79], for which Taylor and Hulse were awarded the 1993
Nobel Prize in physics. Direct detection of GWs would be a scientific milestone
providing a strong check on General Relativity and disclosing astronomical infor-
mation that is inaccessible to electromagnetic radiation.
The current network of GW detectors are searching for GWs from sources such as
supernovae [LSC05], spinning neutron stars [LSC05e], in-spiraling binary systems
of neutron stars and/or black holes [LSC05b, LSC05c], and the aftermath of the
big bang [LSC05d]. Although no positive results have yet been found, there is a
reasonable possibility that the data being taken by the international GW detector
network as this thesis is being written may contain the first detectable traces of
gravitational waves.
1.1.2. The detectors
Over the past few decades, considerable progress has been made in the development
of gravitational-wave detectors, or transducers to convert the energy carried by grav-
itational waves into another more easily measurable quantity, such as voltage. Two
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main types of detectors have been built: resonant-mass and laser-interferometric.
The former are designed to detect tiny vibrations of large test bodies when their
internal resonances are excited by passing gravitational waves. The latter are to
measure the influence of passing gravitational waves on the distances between test
masses with large separations using a laser-interferometric readout. The work per-
taining to this thesis was undertaken at an interferometric GW detector, and will
therefore focus on that technology. However, brief descriptions of the resonant
detectors are also given below.
The following is intended to give a snapshot of the current status of the international
network of gravitational wave detectors that is in operation in early 2006. The
geographic location of these detectors is shown in Figure 1.1.
ALLEGRO
LIGO Hanford
LIGO Livingston GEO600
EXPLORER AURIGA
TAMA
NAUTILUS
MiniGrail
VIRGO
Figure 1.1.: Approximate geographical locations of the gravitational-wave detectors
currently in operation.
The resonant-masses: The current generation of resonant-mass GW detectors
achieve their sensitivities by operating at cryogenic temperatures and transform-
ing the vibrations of the resonant masses to voltage signals using superconducting
inductive transducers and SQUID amplifiers. These detectors can roughly be char-
acterized as having a relatively narrow sensitive frequency bandwidth compared
with the interferometers, and peak sensitivities that are close to or above 1 kHz.
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ALLEGRO: Cylindrical bar detector located on the campus of Louisiana
State University in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, USA. The bar is made of alu-
minum alloy 5056 (AL5056), is 60 cm in diameter and 300 cm in length, and
has a mass of 2296 kg. Its resonance frequencies are around 895 and 920Hz.
See [ALLEGRO, Heng].
NAUTILUS: Cylindrical bar detector at the National Institute of Nuclear
Physics (INFN) Frascati National laboratory in Frascati, Italy. The bar
is made of AL5056, is 60 cm in diameter and 300 cm in length, and has
a mass of 2300 kg. Its resonance frequencies are around 908 and 924Hz.
See [NAUTILUS, Astone].
AURIGA: Cylindrical bar detector at the National Institute of Nuclear Physics
(INFN) Legnaro National laboratory in Padova Italy. It was designed to be
similar to NAUTILUS. The bar is made of AL5056, is 60 cm in diameter and
300 cm in length, and has a mass of 2330 kg. Its resonance frequencies are
around 913 and 931Hz. See [AURIGA, Cerdonio].
EXPLORER: Cylindrical bar detector located at the European Organization
for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland. The bar is made of
AL5056, is 60 cm in diameter and 300 cm in length, and has a mass of 2300 kg.
Its resonance frequencies are around 906 and 923 Hz. See [EXPLORER,
Astone].
MiniGRAIL: Spherical detector located at the Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory
of Leiden University in the Netherlands. The sphere is made of CUAL16%
with diameter 68 cm and mass of about 1300 kg. Its resonant frequencies are
around 2930 and 3030Hz. See [MiniGRAIL, DeWaard].
The laser-interferometers: The interferometric gravitational wave detectors
currently in operation are all based on the Michelson interferometer, which will
be discussed in 1.2.1. However, none of these devices is a simple Michelson inter-
ferometer. Each incorporates a number of enhancements aimed at improving the
sensitivity. Describing each interferometer in detail is well beyond the scope of this
work. The following gives some information that the author considers interesting,
and references for further reading about each of the detectors.
LIGO: A project consisting of three interferometers in the USA. Two of these
are collocated in Hanford, Washington, with 4 and 2 km baselines. The third
is located in Livingston, Louisiana, and has a 4 km baseline. The detectors
are configured as power-recycled Michelson interferometers (see below) with
Fabry-Perot arm cavities. All three are run by LIGO Lab, an American
4
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Figure 1.2.: Approximate sensitivity of the first generation of long baseline inter-
ferometric GW detectors to gravitational waves circa 2006.
collaboration. At the time of writing, the 4 km LIGO Hanford detector has
the highest strain sensitivity of any gravitational wave detector. See [LIGO,
Sigg].
VIRGO: A 3 km baseline interferometer in Cascina, Italy. Its optical configu-
ration is similar to that of LIGO. The most well-known feature of the VIRGO
detector is its aggressive seismic isolation system of so-called superattenua-
tors. It is run by a French-Italian collaboration. See [VIRGO, Acernese].
TAMA: A 300m baseline interferometer close to Tokyo, Japan. Its optical
configuration is close to that of LIGO and VIRGO. It is run by a Japanese
collaboration. See [TAMA, Ando].
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GEO600: A 600m baseline interferometer close to Hannover, Germany, run
by the British-German GEO collaboration. Unlike LIGO, VIRGO, and TAMA,
GEO600 does not use Fabry-Perot arm cavities, but rather a combination of
folded arms and dual-recycling. These techniques will be discussed in more
detail in the following sections. See [GEO600, Lu¨ck06] and below.
The sensitivities1 of the interferometric GW detectors to gravitational waves around
the time of writing are shown in figure 1.2. It should be emphasized that this
represents a snapshot only. The detectors are all at various stages of commissioning,
and improvement in their sensitivity, especially that of the VIRGO detector, is
expected over the coming months and years.
1.2. Introduction to GEO600
output photodiode (PDO)
beamsplitter
far mirror (MFn)
mirror (MPR)
power-recycling
signal-recycling
mirror (MSR)
MC2MC1
modecleaners
daul-recycled
Michelson interferometer
near mirror (MCn)
far mirror (MFe)
near mirror (MCe)
slave laser
master laser
laser
Figure 1.3.: A simplified diagram of the GEO600 optical layout.
The GEO600 GW detector is located in the village of Ruthe, about 20 km south of
Hannover, Germany. An aerial photograph of its location is shown on the first page
of this chapter. In contrast to its larger cousins, LIGO and VIRGO, GEO600 is
rather indistinct with respect to its surroundings. It is therefore shown highlighted
1The sensitivity of a GW detector is typically given in units of amplitude (or linear) spec-
tral density (ASD). This normalization, the most common among experimental physicists in the
gravitational-wave detection field, will be used throughout this work unless explicitly stated oth-
erwise. For more information about spectral normalization see [Heinzel02].
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against the rural background. Construction of the site began in 1995, and the first
official data-taking commenced in 2002. Since that time, the GEO600 team has
been alternating between data-taking and commissioning the detector to improve
its stability and sensitivity. Much of the work presented in this thesis was done to
expedite the commissioning process.
Figure 1.3 shows a simplified diagram of the optical layout of GEO600. A more
detailed layout can be found in Appendix A. This section will introduce the op-
tical layout of the dual-recycled Michelson interferometer that forms the heart of
GEO600. Several of the key subsystems, such as the laser and modecleaners will
be discussed in Section 1.3. GEO600 is nominally sensitive to GWs at audio fre-
quencies, with a measurement band spanning from roughly 50 to 5000Hz.
1.2.1. The Michelson interferometer
The historical origin of the Michelson interferometer is the famous Michelson and
Morley experiment. This was designed to measure the effects of the purported
ether on the differential travel time of light in two perpendicular arms which could
be rotated with respect to the direction of motion of the Earth2.
A simplified layout of the GEO600 Michelson interferometer (MI) is shown in
Figure 1.4. The laser light enters from the West, is phase modulated by an electro-
optic modulator (EOM) to produce control sidebands, and is split into two beams
of approximately equal intensity by the beamsplitter, BS. These traverse the North
and East arms, which are singly folded delay lines comprising the far mirrors,MFe
and MFn, and the near mirrors, MCe and MCn. The near mirror positions are
adjusted such that the carrier light, upon returning to the beamsplitter, interferes
destructively to give an intensity minimum, or dark fringe, at the output port.
Differential length fluctuations between the two arms of the MI that are small with
respect to the laser wavelength, λL = 1064 nm, will cause amplitude fluctuations of
the light field present at the output port. These are the so called signal sidebands
that contain the gravitational wave information. By detecting these fields using a
photodiode, PDO, a differential strain, caused e.g., by a GW, is transformed into
a voltage.
The dark fringe operating point gives cancellation of any common-mode effects
on the incident laser light, or imparted on the light from common-mode motion
of the arms. However, it also minimizes the amplitude of the signal sidebands,
2Michelson and Merely ultimately failed to detect the effects of an ether. Whether gravita-
tional waves will be detected remains to be seen.
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PDo
MCn
MFn
MFe
MCe
BS
600m
carrier
signal sideband
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E
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S
Figure 1.4.: A simplified diagram of the GEO600 Michelson interferometer, with
and idealized distribution of light fields. The sideband and carrier
beams overlap in reality. Here a spatial separation is introduced to
allow better visualization of the different fields.
which makes detection of any GW signal difficult in the presence of technical noise.
For this reason, a technique known as frontal or Schnupp modulation is employed
at GEO600. The incoming light is phase modulated at a significantly high fre-
quency that the laser is quantum noise limited (a so called radio frequency (RF)).
In addition, the two MI arms are made to be of slightly different lengths. In this
situation, when the MI is adjusted to the dark fringe, it provides a (nearly) perfect
destructive interference of the carrier light, but other frequencies experience im-
perfect cancellation. Modulation sidebands that are incident on PDO due to this
8
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Schnupp asymmetry beat with the signal sidebands and the resulting photo-current
is then demodulated at the modulation frequency. The resulting signal is called
the Michelson differential (MID) longitudinal error-signal. For more information
about the extraction of the MID error-signal, see [Freise, Grote03, Malec05]. This
signal is eventually calibrated to strain to become the main detector output, H, as
will be described in 3.2.
Folded arms (DL4)
Since the shot-noise limited sensitivity (see section 1.4.1) of a Michelson interfer-
ometer to strain scales with the round-trip travel time that the light takes in the
arms, it is desirable to either have very long arms, or to reflect the light in the arms
many times before allowing it to interfere. The limit to this is when the storage
time in an arm is as long as the period of the gravitational waves being searched
for, such that the light has no net phase shift upon interference. For gravitational
waves of around 100Hz, this sets an arm length limit of about 3000 km, with an
optimal length about half that. For a terrestrial gravitational wave detector, the
arm lengths are practically limited to less than about 10 km by the curvature of the
earth (or more realistically, by the project’s budget and the geometry of the afford-
able land, as in the case of GEO600). Thus to achieve the best possible sensitivity
requires implementing extra reflections in the arms. Prior to the construction of
GEO600, scientists at the 30m Garching prototype interferometer experimented
with so called delay lines, which had many beams (≈90) in each arm. The Garch-
ing team found realizing the sensitivity enhancement from this technique to be
technically difficult due to additional noise caused by scattered light in the delay
line [Shoemaker, Winkler]. For that reason, a more conservative delay line was
chosen for GEO600.
As shown in Figure 1.4 the GEO600 MI utilizes a single extra mirror in each arm
to double the path length from 600m to 1200m. This is referred to as a four-beam
delay line, or ‘DL4’. Here we investigate what effect this has on the theoretical
sensitivity of the MI by comparing the coupling level of different types of noise to
the detector output for folded and unfolded configurations3.
Test mass motion noise There are many noise sources in GEO600 that manifest
themselves by moving the test masses longitudinally, and thereby coupling into the
3The garching delay line was plagued by scattered light. However, to date there has been
no evidence that light scattered directly back from the far mirrors causes any additional noise in
GEO600. Therefore, scattered light is neglected in the following.
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detector output. Two examples of these are thermal noise of the mirrors and seismic
noise (see 1.4). These can cause differential changes in the lengths of the arms of
the MI, creating a strain signal,
h =
2δl
L
, (1.1)
where δl is the length change in one arm (for a differential arm-length change there
is also a δl length change in the other arm, thus the factor 2) and L is one-half the
optical path length of one arm of the IFO (L = 1200m for GEO600)4. This shows
up as a noise in the detector output signal, and is indistinguishable from a GW
signal.
Now, let us work in the frequency domain with amplitude spectral densities. If
we assume that the motions of the mirrors of the MI are statistically independent
(uncorrelated)5, we can add their contributions in quadrature. In this case, the
contribution of the longitudinal motion of each mirror in GEO600 to the strain
measured in the detector output is6,
hˆfolded =
2
√
1
2
Xˆ2BS + Xˆ
2
MFn + Xˆ
2
MFe +
1
4
Xˆ2MCn +
1
4
Xˆ2MCe
L
(1.2)
where Xˆy is the ASD of the longitudinal motion of mirror y [Smith04, Crooks]
7.
Assuming that all mirrors have the same level of longitudinal mirror motion noise8,
Xˆ, simplifies the equation,
hˆfolded =
2
√
3Xˆ
L
. (1.3)
If the interferometer did not have folded arms, it would have only a single mirror
in each arm, e.g., Me and Mn, and the contribution to the detector output would
be,
h =
2
√
1
2
X2BS +
1
4
X2Mn +
1
4
X2Me
Lunfolded
=
2X
Lunfolded
. (1.4)
4For a description of the way that the GW strain predicted by general relativity relates to
differential arm-length fluctuations in a MI, see e.g., the Introduction in [Hewitson04].
5This is a good assumption for random thermal noise and seismic noise of mirrors separated
by large distances, etc.
6Here explicit frequency dependence is left away for simplicity. In reality this equation has to
be carried out for each frequency bin, however that does not effect the following analysis.
7Equation 1.2 is equivalent to Equation 2.57 of [Crooks], since the latter uses L =600m.
8This assumption is appropriate for e.g., suspension thermal noise and seismic noise, since
the main test masses are all nearly identical suspensions, in similar environments.
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where Lunfolded is 600m, since there is no longer an extra beam path per arm.
Comparing the two cases shows that,
hfolded
hunfolded
=
2
√
3X
2X
600
1200
=
√
3
2
= 0.866. (1.5)
So uncorrelated longitudinal test mass motion noise of a DL4 produces about 13%
less apparent strain than it would in an unfolded configuration.
Noise not related to test mass motion There are also many noise sources that
do not manifest themselves through test mass motion. Some examples of these are
shot noise of the light at the detector output, electronic noise added during the
detection process and amplitude noise of the laser. As long as these noise sources
do not couple to differential arm-length changes (e.g., via radiation pressure), their
influence will halved by the presence of folded arms. This is because the noise
sources themselves will typically not be influenced by the additional mirrors and
beams, while the strain sensitivity of the detector will be doubled due to the doubled
effective arm-lengths. Thus the ratio of the strain signal to noise of this type in
the detector output is doubled for the case of folded arms, resulting in a factor of
two less apparent strain for such noise sources. This makes the use of folded arms
particularly important for the sensitivity of GEO600, since shot noise is expected
to be one of the limiting noise sources over much of the measurement band.
1.2.2. The Power-recycled Michelson interferometer
When the MI is held to a dark fringe, conservation of energy requires that the
incident light power is either lost in the cavity, or reflected back towards the laser.
High quality MI optics ensure small losses, and thus the MI acts effectively as
a highly-reflective mirror for the incident laser light. power-recycling is the term
describing the insertion of an extra mirror, the power-recycling mirror (MPR), be-
tween the laser and the MI to form a coupled cavity. The power-recycled Michelson
interferometer (PRMI) has an additional buildup of power that depends on the re-
flectivity of MPR and the losses within the MI. This technique was first suggested
by Drever [Drever] and Schilling, and demonstrated in a suspended Michelson in-
terferometer in Garching [Schnier]. It is now implemented on all first generation
interferometric GW detectors.
The GEO600 PRMI is shown in figure 1.5. The power-recycling mirror has a
transmittance of 0.1%, allowing for a theoretical power buildup factor of 1000
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Michelson interferometer
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power recycled Michelson interferometer
Figure 1.5.: A simplified diagram of the GEO600 power recycled Michelson inter-
ferometer.
assuming that the transmittance roughly matches the losses in the MI, following
equations 26 and 27 in [Mizuno]. In the current GEO600, a PR factor of roughly
800 is achieved9. This may be limited by extra losses within the MI, perhaps due
to beam clipping. The storage time of the light within the PRMI results in a cavity
pole of around 15Hz, above which amplitude noise of the laser is passively filtered.
9This is for 5.2W injected to the modecleaners, of which 2.6W is incident on MPR and
2100W incident on the BS [Hild06c].
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The power-recycling cavity also serves another important role. Since it is formed by
suspended mirrors separated by large distances, it is an exceptionally quiet length
(and thus frequency) reference to which the laser frequency can be locked. This
is done using a standard Pound-Drever-Hall locking technique, and forms the final
stage of laser frequency stabilization [Freise, Grote03].
1.2.3. The dual-recycled Michelson interferometer
As was shown in Figure 1.4, signal sidebands created within the MI exit the output
port. In 1988 Meers [Meers] suggested inserting a so-called signal-recycling mirror
MSR between the beamsplitter and the detector output to form a coupled cavity.
In such a signal-recycling cavity (SRC), the signal sidebands experience a larger
buildup than the carrier light. Since the resonantly enhanced signal sidebands
contribute negligibly to the total light power at the detector output, the GW signal
increases with respect to the shot noise. Another benefit of a signal-recycling cavity
is that it converts a certain amount of of light in the form of higher order spatial
modes back into the TEM00 mode, through a process known as mode healing. This
not only increases the light power level in the interferometer, but also reduces the
level of shot noise and other technical noise at the detector output. Considering
both effects, a sizable increase in the shot-noise limited sensitivity can be achieved
with signal-recycling.
The combination of signal-recycling and power-recycling is known as dual-recycling.
GEO600 is the first large baseline interferometric gravitational wave detector to
incorporate dual-recycling. However, the technique will be used in most of the
next generation of interferometric detectors. The GEO600 dual-recycled Michelson
interferometer (DRMI) is shown in Figure 1.6.
The bandwidth of the signal-recycling resonance is determined largely by the re-
flectivity of MSR. The currently-installed MSR has a transitivity of roughly 2%,
giving a resonance with a full-width at half-maximum of approximately 700Hz. In
addition, by microscopic adjustment of the position of MSR, the frequency of the
signal-recycling resonance can be shifted with respect to the carrier (about which
are the signal sidebands). If MSR is adjusted such that the resonance is centered
about the carrier, the SRC is said to be tuned. If it is instead adjusted to enhance
signal sidebands that are separated from the carrier by a given Fourier frequency,
fsig, the SRC is said to be detuned to that frequency. The optical transfer function
of differential arm-length (DARM) fluctuations to the detector output for several
different detuning frequencies of the SRC is shown in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.6.: The GEO600 dual-recycled Michelson interferometer. Also shown is a
simplified diagram of the resonant enhancement of the signal sidebands
due to signal-recycling.
Power- and signal-recycling improve the shot-noise limited sensitivity of the detec-
tor (and the limits imposed by other non-mirror-motion noise). However, mirror-
motion type noise that is indistinguishable from gravitational-wave strain are also
enhanced by the optical transfer function of the DRMI, resulting in no improvement
in detected SNR. For very high recycling factors and input powers, the fluctuat-
ing pressure of the light on the test masses, known as radiation pressure noise,
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Figure 1.7.: The optical transfer function of the GEO600 DRMI for several detun-
ing frequencies of the signal-recycling cavity.
begins to play a role. The combination of shot noise and radiation pressure sets
a limit on the detector sensitivity known as the standard quantum limit10. This
limit can be overcome by the use of non-classical techniques, such as squeezed
light [Caves, Schnabel], as is planned for the successor of GEO600, GEOHF
[GEOHF].
1.3. Key subsystems
In order to achieve a sensitivity comparable to that of the interferometers with
longer baselines, i.e., LIGO and VIRGO, GEO600 incorporated several advanced
techniques in its first generation design. In addition, several of its more typical
subsystems have more stringent requirements to ensure the lower absolute noise
10The standard quantum limit is given by hˆSQL =
√
8~/(m2pif2L2), where ~ is Planck’s
constant, m is the mass of a test mass, and L is the arm length [Buonanno]. For GEO600 this
gives a value of 8.14× 10−23(f/100Hz)2Hz−1.
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needed to give similar sensitivity performance as the larger detectors. This section
is intended to provide some information about the characteristics and motivations
for several of the key subsystems. Particular attention is given to those that are
known to be important with respect to noise coupling to the detector output, the
subject of the following chapters.
1.3.1. The laser system
For GEO600 to reach its commissioning goals, it is crucial that its main laser
light source11 meet its stability, reliability and noise performance requirements.
The GEO600 laser was chosen to be an all-solid state Nd:YAG (Neodymium-
doped Yttrium-Aluminum-Garnet) injection locked master-slave system, with out-
put wavelength 1064 nm. This system is a natural choice because it is stable and
well tested, and because high-quality optics for the same wavelength are readily
available. For more information about the GEO600 laser system, see [Heurs]. Here
we focus on the aspects of the laser that will directly effect the noise performance
of GEO600.
Shot noise is one of the most important limits to the sensitivity of the current gen-
eration of gravitational wave detectors (see Section 1.4.1 for its contribution to the
theoretical sensitivity limit of GEO600). Since for a set interferometer configura-
tion, the amplitude spectral density of shot noise increases with the square root of
the light power, and since gravitational wave signal gain increases proportionally to
the laser power, the signal-to-shot-noise ratio increases with the square-root of the
laser power [Mizuno]. Limits to this are set by absorption of optical components,
and the SQL. Thus it is desirable to have a high input laser power. The GEO600
laser system outputs about 12W of single-mode light.
Intensity fluctuations of the laser light within the MI cause radiation-pressure fluc-
tuations on the surfaces of the MI mirrors and beamsplitter, and thus differential
arm-length fluctuations that are indistinguishable from gravitational wave signals
at the detector output. This coupling mechanism sets a relative intensity noise
fluctuation requirement of RIN = 5 × 10−8/√Hz over the GEO600 measurement
band [Winkler02]. In order to achieve this, an active stabilization of the intensity
noise is required. In chapter 3 we will briefly describe the stabilization systems
used. The achieved RIN of the GEO600 laser system is given in [Heurs]. In ad-
dition, intensity noise creates amplitude modulation sidebands on the carrier and
control sidebands that beat at the dark port. The coupling of these amplitude
11The main laser system is not the only laser used at GEO600. A diode laser is located in the
North building to provide photon pressure on MFn for a calibration reference. See, [Mossavi].
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sidebands into H is determined by many parameters, including the fringe contrast,
which may be worsened by, for example, asymmetries between the arms, deviations
of the MI from the dark fringe, and thermal lensing in the beamsplitter.
As mentioned earlier, the two arms of the MI have a small but macroscopic length
difference (roughly 7 cm [Malec05]) to allow Schnupp modulation. Frequency fluc-
tuations of the laser, when injected into this slightly asymmetric MI can also cause
signals indistinguishable from GWs. This sets the requirement that the frequency of
the laser light be stabilized to within δf = 2×10−4Hz/√Hz over the measurement
band. However, poor fringe contrast, parasitic cavities, and/or scattered light may
increase the coupling of frequency noise to H. The frequency stabilization scheme
for GEO600 is described in [Freise].
Besides these, other important laser properties that must be optimized include
beam jitter, polarization, and mode shape. Because of the filtering properties of
the two modecleaners, these effects are transformed into additional frequency and
intensity observables at the input to DRMI. The requirements of the GEO600 laser
system are summarized in Table 1.1.
Output Power 10W
Intensity Noise RIN = 5× 10−8/√Hz
Frequency Noise δf = 2× 10−4Hz/√Hz
Beam Mode 95% TEM00
Table 1.1.: Requirements of the main GEO600 laser system.
1.3.2. Modecleaners
Input modecleaners
After exiting the laser system, the light is filtered by two sequential triangular
ring cavities called modecleaners, as was shown in Figure 1.3. modecleaners earn
their name by being resonant for only one transverse spatial mode, the TEM00.
Higher order spatial modes experience a larger phase shift (with respect to the
TEM00) for each round trip, and fall out of the small linewidth of the cavity res-
onance [Adhikari]. The two GEO600 modecleaners, MC1 and MC2, have round
trip lengths of about 8 and 8.1m, and finesses of 2700 and 1900, respectively.
This allows for a separation of higher order spatial modes and multiple free spec-
tral ranges between the two modecleaners, to ensure sufficient suppression of the
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unwanted light fields. Since angular fluctuations of the input beam manifest them-
selves as higher order spatial modes, the modecleaners provide passive filtering of
beam jitter. In addition, laser frequency and amplitude noise are filtered with a
single pole per modecleaner, the cavity pole, which is around 8 kHz for MC1 and
MC2.
The modecleaners (and the rest of GEO600) are operated with s-polarized light12.
The fact that s- and p-polarized light have different resonant frequencies, and that
the modecleaners include polarizing optics, means that the Finesses of the mod-
ecleaner cavities for p-polarized light are less13. Thus polarization noise in the
modecleaners, which could couple to intensity noise via the polarizing optics be-
tween the modecleaners and power-recycling mirror, is filtered. Besides these roles,
the modecleaners serve as quiet frequency references for intermediate stages of the
frequency stabilization [Freise]. One significant drawback of many of these features
of the modecleaners is that by filtering away higher order modes, polarization noise,
etc., they introduce additional intensity noise on the laser light. For this reason,
the laser intensity must be stabilized to a reference after the modecleaners, as de-
scribed in section 3.3.4. For more information about the GEO600 modecleaners,
see [Freise, Goßler04].
Output modecleaner
Higher order spatial modes on the light exiting the dark port of the interferometer
do not carry any GW signal, but do contribute to the shot noise and other noise.
Therefore, it is desirable to filter these higher order modes out, with as little loss
for the TEM00 mode as possible. For this purpose, a small triangular output
modecleaner (OMC) was designed and built for GEO600. This device was foreseen
to be suspended in vacuum at the output port of the interferometer. A description
of the OMC and its suspension can be found in [Goßler].
Tests of an identical modecleaner, without suspension and in air, were performed
using the output beam at LIGO [Kawabe]. Under these conditions, the system
resulted in excess noise in the detector output. This was likely due to jitter of
the incoming beam, which coupled to the detecor output via insufficient filtering
12A common convention for referring to the polarization of light fields is in relation to the plane
made by the propagation direction and a normal to the plane of a reflecting surface. Polarization
parallel and perpendicular to this plane are referred to as p- and s-polarized (from senkrecht,
which means “perpendicular” in German), respectively.
13The lower Finesse of p-polarized light could also serve as an advantage. A possible plan for
improving the throughput of the modecleaners (currently about 50%) in the future is to operate
them with p-polarization (after the necessary adjustment of polarizing optics) [Lu¨ck, Grote].
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of higher order modes, or a DC offset in the OMC. Suspension within vacuum,
and a redesign of the OMC incorporating four mirrors would largely alleviate this
problem. Currently there is no OMC installed in GEO600.
1.3.3. Test mass suspensions
3mm
Actuator
Magnet-coil
Upper Mass
Mirror
Springs
Cantelever
Springs
Electrostatic
Actuator
10 - 100Hz
Range: a few µm
Reaction
Pendulum
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Intermediate
Mass
Actuator
DC - 0.1Hz
0.1 - 10Hz
Range: 0.1mm
Range: 1mm
Cantilever
Fibers
Stack
Figure 1.8.: The GEO600 quasi-monolithic triple pendulum suspension and refer-
ence pendulum. The three pendulum actuators and their respective
frequency and actuation ranges are also shown.
One of the advanced techniques used by GEO600 is that of quasi-monolithic triple-
pendulum suspensions (QMTPS). A diagram of a near mirror QMTPS and reaction
pendulum suspension is shown in Figure 1.8. For detailed information about many
aspects of these pendulums, see [Goßler]. The three pendulum stages provide ef-
fectively f−6 filtering of vibrations from the upper stage to the mirror level for
frequencies well above the main pendulum resonances. This is one of the most im-
portant factors that help determine the low-frequency limit to GEO600 sensitivity,
as will be discussed in 1.4.4. In addition, for the near mirrors a reference triple
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pendulum is suspended behind the main QMTPS to provide a quiet actuation ref-
erence. This system allows a three-level split-feedback system with high dynamic
range (∼ 15 orders of magnitude14). Large and thus relatively noisy feedback is
applied to the upper and intermediate stages, and only fine actuation is applied
at the mirror level. The approximate frequency and actuation ranges of the MID
longitudinal feedback applied to these actuators is also shown in Figure 1.8.
The pendulums are referred to as ‘quasi-monolithic’ because the lower two stages
are made from high-quality fused parts that have been joined together by flame
welding and hydroxy-catalysis bonding [Gwo, Smith, Sneddon]. This is done for two
reasons, both concerning thermal noise, which will be discussed below in 1.4.2. The
first is to preserve the high mechanical quality factor, or Q, of the test mass in order
to reduce its off-resonance internal thermal noise level (see below). The second is
to ensure that only materials with high Q are located close to the test mass stage
to ensure the lowest possible test mass motion due to pendulum thermal noise15.
For more information about the characteristics and expected noise performance of
the quasi-monolithic stages, see [Goßler, Goßler04b, Smith04], and the following
section.
Electro-static drives
The actuators used for the upper two levels of the QMTPSs are straightforward
magnet-coil actuators that produce a force proportional to the voltage input to their
current drivers [Grote03]. The electro-static drives, however are more complicated.
They were chosen as actuators because unlike magnet-coil actuators, they require
no additional materials to be attached to the test masses. The ESDs for MCe and
MCn each consist of four quadrants of combs of adjacent gold electrodes deposited
onto the surface of the respective reaction masses. When a voltage is applied to
the electrodes, the drive exerts a pulling force on the dielectric test mass. Since
both the polarization of the dielectric material and the force applied to the induced
dipoles are proportional to the applied voltage, the total force on the test mass is
proportional to the voltage squared,
FESD ∼ U2, (1.6)
14This is calculated as the difference between the order of magnitude of displacement of the
largest signals applied to the actuators on the upper stage, and that of the signals applied to the
ESD actuators at the unity gain frequency of the MID longitudinal control loop.
15Pendulum thermal noise of the upper and intermediate stages experience the filtering of the
respective pendulum stages before reaching the test mass. Therefore, the test mass stage is most
important.
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where U is the applied voltage [Grote03, Strain02]. In order to produce bipolar
forces on the test mass, a large DC bias voltage is added to U . A discussion of
additional noise that could be caused by this nonlinear actuator will be given in
Chapter 3.
1.3.4. Automatic beam alignment
As discussed above, GEO600 consists of multiple optical cavities formed by sus-
pended optics, many of which are separated by large distances. For the inter-
ferometer to maintain longitudinal lock and produce sensitive output signals, the
alignment and overlap of many of the beams associated with these cavities must be
controlled. This is the task of the automatic-alignment system, called autoalign-
ment or AA for short. This system senses positions of beams at various points
in the interferometer using position sensitive devices, such as quadrant photodi-
odes. In addition, it measures the degree of overlap of the beams using differential
wavefront sensing. Both of these types of degrees of freedom are controlled by ap-
plying feedback to the corresponding degrees of freedom of the suspended optics.
The full AA system is described in detail in [Grote03, Grote04]. The most crucial
degrees of freedom concerning the stability of the detector and its sensitivity, are
the alignment and overlap of the beams of the Michelson interferometer. The noise
performance of the Michelson differential autoalignment system is described later
in 3.3.5.
1.4. Theoretical limit to sensitivity
Figure 1.9 shows the theoretical limit to the sensitivity of GEO600 for a signal-
recycling cavity detuning of 550Hz (the effects that different detunings have on this
curve will be discussed further in 1.4.1). This comprises the uncorrelated sum of
the calculated apparent strain amplitude spectral density produced by the various
‘fundamental’16 noise sources considered to be inherent in the instrumental design.
This section will introduce the few theoretical noise sources that are expected to
limit the final sensitivity of GEO600.
16This nomenclature is appropriate for all of the GEO600 theoretical noise sources shown here,
except seismic noise, which can be measured by seismometers, and in principle, subtracted away
from the detector output. The other noise contributions cannot be subtracted. They originate
from random processes, and the DRMI provides the most sensitive measure of their effects, which
are indistinguishable from gravitational waves.
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Figure 1.9.: Theoretical sensitivity limit for GEO600 with a signal-recycling cavity
detuning frequency of 550Hz.
1.4.1. Shot noise
Shot noise is the quantum-limited intensity noise of light, which, as already men-
tioned, sets a limit on the sensitivity of an interferometric GW detector [Mizuno,
Buonanno]. It may be interpreted as arising from random photon detection events
in a given photodetector due to the discreteness of light, or as a property of the light
field itself. Recently, squeezed light [Caves] has been shown to exhibit intensity noise
below the shot noise limit (also in dual-recycled interferometers [Valbruch], and in
the measurement band of GEO600 [Vahlbruch06]), which makes it an exciting op-
tion for improving the shot-noise limited sensitivity of GW detectors [Schnabel].
Squeezed light will not be used in GEO600, but it is planned to be implemented
in the upgrade, GEOHF [GEOHF].
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The ASD of shot noise for a given average light power, P¯ is
S˜(f) =
√
2hfLP¯ , (1.7)
where fL is the frequency of the light and h is Planck’s constant. This white
noise limits the sensitivity of the signal detected at the output photodetector of
GEO600. In addition, the heterodyne detection scheme used by GEO600 leads
to an increase in the detected shot noise in the demodulated output signal of
about 20-40% [Meers88], depending on several parameters associated with the
(de)modulation signals and the detuning frequency of the SRC. The demodulated
signal is divided by the optical transfer function of the DRMI, to give the strain limit
to sensitivity. The determination of this transfer function is complicated, depend-
ing on many of the optical properties of GEO600 such as mirror reactivities, losses,
cavity lengths and control sideband modulation depths. For this reason, the shot-
noise limited sensitivity for GEO600 is calculated using Finesse [Finesse, Freise],
a powerful frequency-domain simulation tool developed within our group. For a
discussion concerning the calculation of the optical transfer function of GEO600
see [Malec05].
signal-recycling is a unique feature of GEO600 with respect to other GW detectors.
This is immediately apparent in the shot-noise limited sensitivity. Since the reso-
nance frequency of the SRC can be detuned to enhance signal sidebands at a given
Fourier frequency by minute adjustments of the signal-recycling mirror position, it
is possible to shape the shot-noise curve. Simulated shot-noise limited sensitivity
spectra for various tunings and the corresponding total theoretical sensitivity limits
are shown in Figure 1.10.
Since for a given MID control sideband modulation depth, the strain signal at the
detector output increases proportionally to the power in the interferometer, while
the shot noise increases with the square-root of this, it is optimal to have the highest
laser power that the interferometer can accommodate. For the current configuration
of GEO600 a limit to intra-cavity power of around 40 kW is set by thermal lensing
due to absorption of the beamsplitter [Winkler06], which was derived to be less
than 0.25 ppm/cm, representing the lowest value measured in fused silica [Hild06b].
However, reaching this power would require a higher-power laser system, or larger
power-recycling factor, neither of which will be installed before GEO600 becomes
GEOHF. A power of 10 kW incident on the BS was assumed for the curves shown
in Figure 1.10.
It should be noted that while the modeled shot-noise limited sensitivity spectra
presented here are approximately correct, they are not perfect. Several effects,
such as the optical spring resonance [Harms, Miyakawa], have not yet been taken
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Figure 1.10.: Modeled shot noise limited sensitivity curves for GEO600 for a power
of 10 kW incident on the beamsplitter and four different detunings of
the signal-recycling cavity. The total limits resulting from uncorre-
lated sums of all other theoretical noise sources and the shot noise are
also shown.
into account. The continual improvement of the shot noise model accuracy is a
work in progress within the GEO600 group that extends beyond the scope of this
thesis.
1.4.2. Thermal noise
Mechanical thermal noise consists of fluctuations of the position of an object arising
from temperature-driven Brownian motion of the molecules within a material. The
most troubling manifestations of thermal noise in GW detectors are those associ-
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ated with the materials of the test masses and their suspensions17. The frequency-
dependent thermal noise motion spectrum of a given object is directly related to its
mechanical energy dissipation by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [Callen]. The
integral over this spectrum is constant, depending only on temperature. Therefore,
the less dissipation a material has, i.e., the higher its Q, the more of its thermal
motion will be confined at its resonance frequencies, and the lower the off-resonance
thermal noise [Saulson]. For these reasons, the materials for the optics and suspen-
sions of GW detectors are designed to have as high Q as possible, and geometries
that give resonance frequencies that lie outside of the measurement band. In ad-
dition, future GW detectors will be operated at cryogenic temperatures to reduce
the thermal noise.
Internal thermal noise
Thermal noise originating from fluctuations in the substrate material of the test
masses is known as internal thermal noise. Components of this along the longi-
tudinal axis of the MI produce random differential arm-length fluctuations that
cannot be distinguished from GWs and that significantly contribute to the theoret-
ical sensitivity limit of GEO600. These thermal motions are sensed and averaged
over by the Gaussian profile of the laser beam on each mirror surface, as described
in [Levin]. To minimize the level of internal thermal noise over the measurement
band, GEO600 mirrors are made of very high quality fused silica, and their ge-
ometries were chosen to have the lowest internal resonance frequencies above the
measurement band of the instrument (the first is above 11 kHz [Smith04]). In ad-
dition, as described in Section 1.3.3, in order to preserve the high quality factors of
the MI mirrors, they are suspended quasi-monolithically. This reduces any dissipa-
tion of the mirror substrate related to rubbing at the interfaces between different
materials such as occurs in clamps or wire slings.
In order to determine the level of internal thermal noise in GEO600, the quality
factors of the test masses were measured. The thermal noise motion associated with
the MI mirrors that was calculated based on these measurements is [Smith04],
Xˆsubstr(f) =
9.40× 10−20√
f
[
m√
Hz
]
. (1.8)
However, recent research concerning the thermal noise properties of fused silica in-
dicate that the above equation may be an overestimate. A compilation of measure-
17Electrical thermal noise due to temperature-driven motions of electrons in conductors is also
an important noise source for GEO600, especially for the main output photodiode [Grote06].
However, this is considered to be a sort of ‘technical noise’ (see below).
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ments from around the world [Penn05] indicates that the intrinsic loss of fused silica
may be more than an order of magnitude lower than that measured in [Smith04],
and may also be frequency dependent18.
Coating thermal noise
In order to minimize optical losses and allow high power buildup in the DRMI,
the main optics of GEO600[Winkler06] are coated with highly reflective coatings.
Such (Bragg) coatings are produced by stacking alternating quarter-wavelength
optical path-length layers of materials of differing indexes of refraction such that
all reflections constructively interfere. The MI mirrors are coated with 32 alter-
nating layers of silica and tantala. The thermal noise of the coating material
can be estimated from its quality factor and its thickness, again following Levin’s
approach [Levin]. These have been measured to be 2.7 × 10−4 and 4.27µm, re-
spectively [Crooks04, Penn]. The expected level of coating thermal noise is shown
in Figure 1.9. Coating thermal noise is expected to be one of the limiting noise
sources in several of the next generation interferometric GW detectors. Therefore,
research on reducing the thermal noise of mirror coatings is currently very active.
Suspension thermal noise
Thermal noise of the various components of the suspensions of the MI optics also
causes longitudinal motions of the MI, and thus contributes noise to the detector
output. Within the GEO600 measurement band, the importance of the thermal
noise of the suspension components increases with the proximity of the component
to the test mass. This is because the thermal motions of the components of the
upper and intermediate stages are filtered by the transfer functions of the pendulum
stages when they reach the test mass. In particular, the fused-silica fibers used
to suspend the main optics play a key role. For details about these fibers and
in particular, measurements of their Qs and discussion of their role in GEO600
pendulum thermal noise, see [Goßler, Goßler04b]. The estimated pendulum thermal
noise limit to sensitivity is shown in Figure 1.9, with the main visible features
belonging to thermal noise of the bounce mode (longitudinal elongation mode of
the fibers) at 22Hz, and the fundamental and harmonics of the fiber violin modes
at multiples of roughly 600Hz.
18The discrepancies between these measurements are likely due to additional energy loss
through the suspension fibers for the measurements of the GEO600 mirrors, as explained
in [Smith04]
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1.4.3. Thermorefractive noise
Because GEO600 does not use Fabry-perot arm cavities, the full power of the laser
light within the DRMI is present at the beamsplitter. This means that (apparent)
differential length fluctuations imparted on the beams due to noise at the beam-
splitter will experience roughly the same transfer function to the detector output
as those of the other mirrors of the MI (as was explained in 1.2.1). Besides the
longitudinal motions of the mirrored surface that contribute to the thermal noise
estimates given above, the beamsplitter can also contribute noise to the detector
output via path length changes of the beam transmitted through its substrate. Of
this class of noise, the most important for GEO600 is thermorefractive noise. This
arises when random temperature variations translate, via a nonzero dependence of
the index of refraction on temperature, into microscopic variations of the index of
refraction of the beamsplitter substrate material. For a more detailed description of
this effect, see [Braginsky]. The estimated sensitivity limit due to thermorefractive
noise is shown in Figure 1.9.
1.4.4. Seismic noise
Finally, the limit to sensitivity at lower Fourier frequencies (below about 50Hz) is
determined by the local motions of the ground on which GEO600 rests and the
attenuation systems used to filter these motions on the path from the ground to
the test masses. These include a layer of passive rubber in the stacks supporting
the suspensions, and the triple pendulum suspensions, as shown in figure 1.8. This
gives roughly a f−8 attenuation19 from 30 to 50Hz, which when combined with the
roughly f−2 decrease in the seismic motions over the same range, gives the f−10
shown in Figure 1.9.
Seismic noise is not a fundamental noise source. It is distinguishable from a GW in
that it can be measured using seismometers that have utterly negligible sensitivity
to GWs. Given a sensitive array of seismometers, and a well-understood transfer
function from seismic motion to longitudinal motion of the test masses, seismic noise
could be fed-forward to the actuators or subtracted from the detector outputs. In
practice, however, this may be very difficult.
19A single pendulum has response f−2 above f0 =
√
g/L/2pi, where g is the acceleration
due to gravity and L is the length of the pendulum. The individual pendulum stages of the
main optics of GEO600 have a length of about 0.28m, giving a resonance frequency just below
one Hertz. GEO600 triple pendulums are very complex, involving multiple cross couplings,
that can complicate the response of the transfer function. For more information about this
see [Goßler, Smith05].
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1.4.5. Comparison with other interferometric GW-detectors
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Figure 1.11.: Theoretical sensitivity limits for GEO600, with a signal-recycling cav-
ity tuning of 550Hz, the 4-kilometer and 2-kilometer LIGO detectors,
TAMA, and VIRGO.
The theoretical sensitivity limits for all of the first generation of long baseline
interferometric GW detectors are shown in Figure 1.11. The LIGO 4Km inter-
ferometers are expected to achieve the beast peak sensitivity, in part due to their
longer baseline. VIRGO is expected to have the best sensitivity below 80Hz due
to the aforementioned aggressive seismic attenuation strategy. The GEO600 sen-
sitivity shown is for a tuning of 550Hz, which gives a sensitivity limit comparable
to that of the much larger LIGO and VIRGO detectors, particularly from 500 to
1000Hz.
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1.4.6. Technical noise
In addition to the theoretical noise sources described in this section, there exists
a variety of expected but not insurmountable so called technical noise sources.
These include, e.g., electronics noise of the various control servos, scattered light,
and laser amplitude and frequency noise. These typically limit the sensitivity
of interferometric GW detectors during the commissioning phase, and it is the
identification and removal of these that makes up the bulk of noise hunting. A brief
overview of the development of the primarily technical-noise limited sensitivity of
GEO600 over the past few years is given in the next section. Work undertaken
to identify and quantify the level of coupling of these noise sources to the detector
output will be the main subject of the rest of this work.
1.5. Short history of the performance of GEO600
Two of the most important measures of the performance of a GW detector are its
sensitivity to GW strain, and the percentage of time the detector is operating in
a well-understood way and with a good sensitivity, its so called duty cycle. The
sensitivity is typically quantified, as in this work, by an ASD of the detector output
calibrated to apparent strain. Other measures exist however, that may be more
relevant for a particular GW signal search (e.g., the so-called inspiral range).
The following subsections describe the configuration and performance of GEO600
during each of the data-taking runs it has taken part in. These so called science
runs, are periods of time in which GEO600 ran in coincidence with LIGO and other
GW detectors of the LIGO Scientific Collaboration (LSC). These represent the
longest periods of data-taking for which the GEO600 detector was well-understood,
undergoing as few as possible hardware changes, and accurately calibrated.
1.5.1. S1
The first official scientific data recorded by GEO600 was during the inaugural LSC
science run, S1, between August 23 and Sept 9, 2002. The detector was operated as
a PRMI (i.e., without signal-recycling). In addition, the main optics of the MI were
test mirrors suspended from test triple-pendulum suspensions using steel wires and
clamps instead of fused silica fibers and silicate bonds. Some of the configuration
parameters for this run are summarized in Table 1.2. For more information about
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the configuration of GEO600 during S1 see [LSC04, Willke].
Optical Configuration PRMI
T of MSR MSR not installed
MSR tuning MSR not installed
T of MPR 1.35%
Power into MC1 2W
Intra-cavity Power 300W
MI mirrors Test mirrors and suspensions
Table 1.2.: Configuration parameters for GEO600 during S1.
The typical sensitivity during S1 is shown in Figure 1.12. Also shown are the
calibration lines that are used to calibrate the coupling of different observables into
the detector output. For information about the calibration of the data recorded
by the GEO600 PRMI during S1, see [Hewitson03]. The sensitivity from about
300Hz to 2 kHz was limited by scattered light. This was determined by both the
shape of the noise, a characteristic scattering shoulder, and its non stationarity. A
duty cycle of 98.5% was achieved over S1.
1.5.2. S2
After S1, the final MI optics were suspended quasi-monolithically, and the signal-
recycling mirror was installed. GEO600 did not take part in the S2 science run, but
rather allocated this time to incorporate the changes, and in particular, to commis-
sion the control of the signal-recycling cavity. For details about the commissioning
work undertaken during this period, see [Willke, Grote04b, Smith05].
1.5.3. S3
The third LSC science run, S3, was performed between November 1st, 2003 and
January 13th, 2004. The commissioning work mentioned above produced a stably-
locking DRMI only about two weeks before the start of S3, leaving little time for
testing and sensitivity optimization. Therefore it was decided that GEO600 would
run for about one week, near the start of S3, then go offline to allow time to improve
the sensitivity and stability of the detector, and finally rejoin for the remainder of
the run. Thus, GEO600 participation in the S3 science run was divided into two
separate periods of time, having somewhat different interferometer configurations
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Figure 1.12.: Typical sensitivity during S1, with continuously injected calibration
lines marked.
and sensitivities. The first, referred to here as S3 I, ran from November 5th through
12th. The second, S3 II, ran from December 30th to January 13th. During both
periods GEO600 was operated as a dual-recycled Michelson interferometer with an
SRC detuning close to 1 kHz. Table 1.3 summarizes the configuration parameters
during S320. The following gives an overview of the status of GEO600 during S3 I
and S3 II, as well as a description of the work undertaken during the period between
them. For more information about the configuration and performance during S3
see [Smith04b].
20The intra-cavity power was roughly the same for S1 and S3, despite the mode-healing effect
of the signal-recycling cavity. This is because the relatively high transmission power-recycling
mirror used for these runs (and S4) made the losses due to higher order modes less critical. For
times after the installation of a more highly reflective power-recycling mirror (see below), the
mode-healing effect resulted in a roughly 50% increase in the intra-cavity light power.
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Optical Configuration DRMI
T of MSR 2.3%
MSR tuning 1.3 kHz for S3 I, 1 kHz for S3 II
T of MPR 1.35%
Power into MC1 2W
Intra-cavity Power 300W
MI mirrors Final mirrors and suspensions
Table 1.3.: Configuration parameters for GEO600 during S3.
S3 I
GEO600 participation in S3 I provided the first ever scientific data recorded by
a long-baseline dual-recycled Michelson interferometer. For this period, the SRC
detuning was set to 1.3 kHz to give the best peak sensitivity with regard to the
technical noise that were present. The sensitivity for S3 I is shown in Figure 1.13.
The calibration of the detector outputs of the GEO600 DRMI are more complicated
than for the PRMI case, as described in [Hewitson04, Hewitson04c, Hewitson04b].
The duty cycle for this run was 95.2%, very high considering the relatively immature
status of the dual-recycled lock.
S3 engineering period
The period following S3 I was used to improve the lock stability and sensitivity
of the detector. The causes for most of the losses of lock were identified, and
when possible, fixed. Noise analysis performed during this period indicated that
the limiting noise sources during S3 I were: noise introduced by the servo used
to control the longitudinal degree of freedom of the SRC; electronic noise of the
photodiode used to measure the MID longitudinal error-point; and phase noise of
the function generator that supplied the (de)modulation frequency signal for the
MI. The noise level introduced by the SRC servo was reduced by changing the
gain distribution within the servo electronics. The MI function generator and high
power photodiode were replaced with models with lower phase and electronic noise,
respectively. These changes led to the improved sensitivity during S3 II.
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Figure 1.13.: Typical sensitivity during S3 I, with calibration lines marked.
S3 II
The configuration of GEO600 during S3 II was basically the same as that for S3 I,
except for the improvements of lock stability and noise coupling discussed above.
In addition, the SRC detuning frequency was reduced to 1 kHz. The influence of
these changes on the sensitivity can be seen in figure 1.14. An order of magnitude
peak sensitivity improvement was made during the 47 day engineering period, the
fastest such improvement in GEO600 history. The duty cycle of this period was
also improved, with respect to S3 I, to 98.7%, with 5 locks lasting longer than 24
hours, and one longer than 95 hours.
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Figure 1.14.: Typical sensitivity during S3 II.
Optical Configuration DRMI
T of MSR 2.3%
MSR tuning 1 kHz
T of MPR 1.35%
Power into MC1 5W
Intra-cavity Power 500W
MI mirrors Final mirrors and suspensions
Table 1.4.: Configuration parameters for GEO600 during S4.
1.5.4. S4
The period after S3 was followed by nearly a year of commissioning that resulted
in a broadband improvement in sensitivity, highlighted by close to two orders of
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Figure 1.15.: Typical sensitivity during S4.
magnitude less noise around 100Hz. After this, between February 22 and March
24 2005, GEO600 took part in S4. The detector was again operated as a DRMI
tuned to close to 1 kHz. To maximize the sensitivity, the input laser power used
was roughly double that used in S3 II. The configuration parameters for S4 are
shown in Table 1.4, and the sensitivity is shown in Figure 1.15. Several of the
contributing noise sources during S4 were measured using the methods described in
this work, see [Smith06]. Prior to the S4 run, the calibration method was improved
yet again to include an optimal combination of two GEO600 detector output signals
to produce a single single signal with a better (optimal) strain signal to noise ratio.
For more details see [Hewitson05]. The duty cycle for S4 was 96.6%, and the
longest lock lasted more than 52 hours. For more information about the S4 run,
see [Lu¨ck06, Hild06].
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1.5.5. S5
Directly following S4, the 1.35% transmission MPR that had been used since S1 was
replaced with a 0.09% mirror. This resulted in a larger power-recycling factor, and
thus a larger circulating light power in the interferometer. The following months
were devoted largely to stabilizing the detector with the higher power-recycling
factor, improving the infrastructure of GEO600, and noise hunting. Extensive
work on reducing scattered light [Hild06] and servo control noise was undertaken.
Much of the noise reduction effort was focused on the several hundred Hz region.
To accommodate this, the SR tuning frequency was reduced from 1 kHz to lower
frequencies, with several months spent at 350Hz, and a final value of 550Hz chosen.
Starting in late 2005, the detectors of the LSC began joining the S5 run. On the
weekend of January 21, GEO600 began taking science data during nighttime and
weekends, when no commissioning work was being done on the instrument. The
commencement of full-time GEO600 participation in S5 was May 1st (which is, not
coincidentally, concurrent with the writing of this thesis). A sensitivity spectrum
measured close to the start of the GEO600 participation in the S5 run is shown
in Figure 1.16. The noise sources that contribute to limiting the sensitivity at
this time will be discussed in Chapter 3. Approximate values for the configuration
parameters at the start of GEO600 full-time participation21 in S5 are given in
Table 1.5.
Optical Configuration DRMI
T of MSR 2.3%
MSR tuning 550Hz
T of MPR 0.09%
Power into MC1 5W
Intra-cavity Power 2.1 kW
MI mirrors Final mirrors and suspensions
Table 1.5.: Approximate configuration parameters for GEO600 during S5.
The S5 run is foreseen to be the longest uninterrupted data taking period for all
of the LSC detectors by far. GEO600 will likely participate in data-taking for of
order one year. The author and reader will have to wait to see what the duty cycle
and other performance measures will be for GEO600 during S5. However, with a
peak sensitivity of 2.8× 10−22Hz−1/2, and running simultaneously with three even
21These parameters were not static with time during the night and weekend participation due
to commissioning work.
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Figure 1.16.: Typical sensitivity close to the start of GEO600 participation in S5.
more sensitive LIGO detectors, the data produced during S5 promises to be very
interesting for gravitational-wave astrophysics.
1.5.6. Evolution of the Performance
One would hope that the result of the past several years of commissioning would be
improvement in both key measures of interferometer performance described here.
However, the evolution of the duty cycle of GEO600 for the runs it has completed
thus far, shown in Figure 1.17, shows no clear trend.
When compared to the other interferometric GW detectors in the world, these val-
ues, which are all not far from 100% are outstanding. However, during none of
these runs was the duty cycle limited by unavoidable events, such as large earth-
quakes, which indicates that an even higher duty cycle is achievable. One possible
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Figure 1.17.: Duty cycle percentages and run lengths in days for the GEO600 sci-
ence data-taking runs.
reason that the duty cycle has not tended to improve could be that a sort of equi-
librium exists between the rate of identification and removal of causes of losses of
lock (this makes up a large part of the commissioning effort), and the introduction
of possible failure points through the increase in complexity caused by the addition
of ever more control loops and switches to switch to lower-noise signals, etc.
The typical sensitivity for all GEO600 science runs to date are shown in Figure 1.18
with respect to the theoretical noise limit for detunings of 1 kHz (close to that used
in S3 and S4) and 550Hz (that used in S5). Over the past four years, several
orders of magnitude of noise have been removed from the detector output. The
noise analysis techniques that are described in the following three chapters were
essential for the identification of many of the limiting noise sources that have been
removed to date. However, GEO600 has not yet reached its theoretical sensitivity
limit. Further commissioning is required to remove the last technical noise from
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the detector output, especially below 100Hz, to allow GEO600 to reach its full
potential.
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Figure 1.18.: Typical strain sensitivity of the GEO600 detector output during the
science data-taking runs to date. The theoretical sensitivity limits for
1 kHz and 550Hz tunings are also shown for reference.
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2.1. Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the scientific teams responsible for the current gen-
eration of interferometric GW detectors have spent much of the past few years
commissioning these instruments to maximize their potential science output. The
goals of this commissioning effort are essentially twofold: the first is to bring the
detectors to robust states, allowing them to operate stably, with high duty cycles,
over long periods of time (many months); the second involves identification and
elimination of any technical noise that couples significantly to the detector out-
puts (often referred to as noise hunting). To help accomplish this second goal,
noise analysis techniques have been developed that allow estimation of the levels
with which various sorts of technical noise couple into the detector output sig-
nals [Allen, Adhikari, Flaminio, Tatsumi]. This chapter describes the principles
of noise projection1, the technique most often used to do this by the GEO600
comissioners.
As was discussed in the previous chapter, GEO600 is designed to have a peak
equivalent strain amplitude spectral density sensitivity on the order of 10−22Hz−1/2.
To achieve this goal, the influence of disturbances, caused by external sources and
detector subsystems, on the detector output must be minimized. More than 200
control loops are needed to keep the interferometer and all of its subsystems (laser
frequency and power, beam alignment, etc.) at their nominal operating points.
Although many of these loops are designed to ensure that the observable that they
control does not negatively influence the detector outputs, it is often the case that
noise sources associated with these loops introduce additional noise to the detector
output, reducing its sensitivity to gravitational waves. The combination of these
insturmental noise sources and the various sourts of external disturbances, such as
seismic or acoustic noise, can couple into the system through a variety of paths.
Thus, the number of different noise sources that can contribute to limiting the
detector sensitivity, and the number of paths through which they may couple, is
very large.
One very effective way to expedite commissioning, is to determine which of the
myriad of noise sources contributes most to the current limit to the detector sen-
sitivity, such that the attention of the commissioners can be focused on it. While
intuition and simple experiments are often sufficient to achieve this for projects of
smaller scale, experience with commissioning at GEO600 has shown that it is in-
valuable to systematically determine and track the level with which technical noise
1To the best of my knowledge, Benno Willke coined this name, and first suggested that we
do something like it in a systematic way at GEO600.
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couples to the detector output. The noise projection technique described below is
effective at doing this for noise sources that couple in a primarily linear fashion.
2.2. Detector output and noise channels
In the following it is assumed that time-domain signals originate in systems as
voltages, and are recorded as channels, with a fixed discrete sampling rate using a
digital data acquisition system like the one used in GEO600 [Hewitson04, Ko¨tter,
Ko¨tter02]. These channels will be denoted by uppercase italic letters, e.g., X, and
indicated in figures with red boxed outputs. For simplicity, the following analysis
will be done entirely in the frequency domain. The frequency content of a given
channel over a length of time will be described by a discrete Fourier transform
(DFT)2 of the time-domain signal over that time. The DFT of the signal recorded
in a given channel will be denoted by the same uppercase italic letter as the channel,
but with an additional tilde, e.g., X˜. Each of the variables in the equations of
this chapter are assumed to be frequency dependent. Thus, for clarity, explicit
denotation of frequency dependence is not given.
hgw
H
N1
η1
n1 +
+
α2n2 + α3n3 + ...
α1
Figure 2.1.: The channels H and N1 and their constituent signals and noise.
Consider the main detector output channel, H. This is composed of strain from
gravitational waves, hgw (at some level), and instrumental and environmental noise
that can be decomposed to various noise sources, ni,
H˜ = h˜gw +
∑
i
αin˜i, (2.1)
2The DFTs are assumed to be computed using standard techniques, including windowing, as
described in [Heinzel02].
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where αi is the complex response of the transfer function relating ni to H. Now
consider that a subset of these noise sources, nj ⊂ ni, are measured by dedicated
instrumental or environmental devices, along with some additional noise, ηj, and
negligible gravitational wave strain. The outputs of these devices are recorded as
noise channels, Nj, with DFTs given by,
N˜j = n˜j + η˜j. (2.2)
The relationship of a given channel N1 to H is shown in Figure 2.1. In realistic
situations, measurements are only possible through channels, i.e., Nj is measurable,
while nj is not. For that reason it is desirable to have sensitive devices that are well
decoupled from other noise sources, such that the additional noise contribution can
be reduced to a level low enough that the noise channel is an accurate representation
of the noise source in question3,
N˜j ' n˜j. (2.3)
If Equation 2.3 holds, the contribution of each nj to H can be determined by
measuring αj, and forming the product,
M˜j = αjN˜j. (2.4)
This is the noise projection4 of channel Nj to channel H. A practical procedure
for measuring noise projections is given in the following section.
The sum of all noise projections,
M˜ =
∑
j
αjN˜j, (2.5)
is called a noise budget5. This represents the total amount of the noise present in H
that, based on noise projections and the above assumptions, can be considered not
to be caused by gravitational waves, but rather by instrumental or environmental
noise sources.
In addition to providing information about the level with which various noise
sources couple to the detector output, noise projections can be used to improve
3One may assume that all channels are calibrated, i.e., that H is in units of strain and that
each Nj is in the natural units that correspond to the noise source, nj . However, it is not necessary
to do so for the following.
4Here we see that a noise projection is not mathematically a projection, but rather a mapping
of a given signal using a transfer function.
5A term taken from LIGO.
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the sensitivity of the detector. A more sensitive detector output signal can be ob-
tained by subtracting the noise budget (or individual noise projections) from H,
H˜ ′ = h˜gw +
∑
i
αin˜i −
∑
j
αjN˜j. (2.6)
The amount by which the noise in the detector output can be reduced depends
on the level with which the subset of noise sources that are measured, nj, couples
to H, the degree to which the noise channels represent the noise in question (i.e.,
Equation 2.3), and the accuracy of the measured transfer functions. Thus the more
complete the subset nj is with respect to the ni noise sources, the better. Noise
subtraction will be described in more detail in Chapter 4.
Allen et al [Allen] suggest a similar procedure to estimate and subtract instrumental
and environmental noise from the detector output during nominal operating condi-
tions of the detector, using the ambient correlations between H and Nj. However,
their method has several drawbacks. First, the correlation of noise channels and
the detector output for noise sources that are not completely dominant will be
small, resulting in poor (not well-determined) estimates of the transfer functions.
Second, since Equation 2.3 is only ever approximately true, in the situation where
both Nj and H sense another noise source, nk, the transfer function estimated
will be erroneous; It will not represent the transfer function between two points
separated by a causal path. The procedure given in the following section is more
robust concerning both of these points.
2.3. Noise projection procedure
A practical procedure for computing the noise projection ofNj toH is as follows: (A
diagram of the process, with corresponding steps numbered, is shown in Figure 2.2).
1. Compute the average transfer function, αj:
In order to ensure an accurate and correct estimate of the transfer function
from Nj to H, it is necessary to increase the magnitude of the noise source in
question, nj, enough that it is the dominating noise source in both channels
over the frequency range of interest6. In this state, the level of correlation
6This is normally achieved by use of an actuator. For example, if one wished to increase the
amount of laser intensity noise in both a laser signal and H, one could add a current noise to the
slave laser pump diodes. For most of the measurements done to date at GEO600, the actuator
was driven by a band-limited random noise provided by a spectrum analyzer.
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η1
n1
=
H
Hn1
hgwN1
η1
|H˜|
×
N1
|N˜1|
hgw
|N˜1| Mˆ1
Hˆ
|H˜|
|N˜1|
|M˜1|
1. Compute the average transfer function, α1:
2. Compute the Fourier transforms, N˜1 and H˜ :
3. Compute the noise projection of N1 to H : Compare Mˆ1 and Hˆ
+
+
+
+α1
Nominal conditions
α2n2 + α3n3 + ...
α1
|α1|
α2n2 + α3n3 + ...Noise injection
|α1|
Figure 2.2.: Diagram of individual steps of the noise projection procedure. For
steps 1-3, absolute values of example transfer functions and DFTs are
shown. The bottom-right box shows a comparison of the projection
and H. The thick lines in 1 represent noise dominance due to the noise
that is injected to facilitate the transfer function measurement.
between Nj and H is dominated by correlations caused by the type of noise in
question, and is large enough to allow computation of a well-defined transfer
function with a small variance.
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The complex response of the transfer function computed between Nj and H
is,
αj =
H˜N˜j
∗
N˜jN˜j
∗
∣∣∣∣
nj
, (2.7)
where ∗ denotes a complex conjugation, and |nj indicates that both channels
are dominated by nj. Equation 2.7 is generally averaged over several time
segements to reduce the variance7. This response will be referred to as simply
the transfer function in the following discussion.
Alternatively, the transfer function can be calculated using a model, e.g., a
pendulum model for seismic noise coupling, or the frequency domain simula-
tion Finesse [Finesse] for optical transfer functions. This may be necessary
for determining αi in situations where a suitable actuator for Nj does not ex-
ist. However, in most cases, measuring the transfer function while the system
is in its nominal state is less prone to errors, since it does not depend, as does
a model, on the accuracy with which parameters of the system are known. It
is a good idea to compare the measured transfer function with that predicted
by a model to check that the coupling is understood, and to refine the model.
For example, fitting the measured transfer function to a parameterized model
may lead to more accurate parameter estimates that can then be added to
the model.
Computation of the transfer function can also be repeated for time segements
during which different input signals were injected in order to determine the
linearity of the coupling. For example, the transfer function can be measured
in the presence of varying amplitudes of nj, from just dominating both H and
Nj, to dominating both by one or more orders of magnitude. In addition,
single-frequency disturbances (sine-waves) can be applied, and the influence
on other frequency bins in H˜ can be checked. If significant frequency nonlin-
earities exist, the measured linear transfer function represents a lower limit
of the total coupling. Based on the degree of linearity of the coupling, one
can decide whether to further pursue a linear noise projection measurement,
or rather to use another experimental technique to identify the level of noise
coupling. For the rest of this chapter, we will assume that the noise couplings
are linear, i.e., that a noise N˜i at a given frequency produces a noise αiN˜i
in H at preciesely the same frequency. An example of the incorporation of
some nonlinear effects in the transfer function of the ESD actuators will be
give in Chapter 3.
7This assumes that the transfer function is relatively stable with time, which should be
checked.
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2. Compute the Fourier transforms, H˜ and N˜j:
After measuring the transfer function, the additional injected noise should
be disconnected. The next step is to compute DFTs H˜ and N˜i during nomi-
nal detector conditions. These should be computed using simultaneous data
segements to allow comparison of any common features that might appear
later in the projections. During these measurements, it is useful to inject one
or more calibration lines, or sine-wave disturbances of nj that dominate the
magnitude of both DFTs, to allow a check of the accuracy of the measured
transfer function (see below and Chapter 4).
3. Compute the noise projection of Nj to H:
Finally, combining the information gathered in steps 1 and 2, the noise present
in Nj can be mapped by αj to a new signal that represents the contribution
of nj to H. Again, this noise projection is given by,
M˜j = N˜jαj. (2.8)
If an nj calibration line was injected during the DFT measurements, its mag-
nitude and phase should have the same values in both H˜ and M˜j. The
magnitude ratio and phase difference of these signals at the frequency of the
calibration line are thus measures of the validity of the transfer function with
respect to the real coupling, at that frequency. If the calibration line is in-
jected continuously, repeated projections allow an assessment of the long-term
stability of the transfer function, as described in Chapter 4.
In order to allow a graphical comparison of the Fourier transforms H˜ and
M˜j, it is useful to take their absolute values and normalize them to more
convenient units. The normalization used is inconsequential, but should be
the same for both signals, since the goal of noise projections is a relative
comparison. Whenever spectra are shown in this work, averaged amplitude
spectral densities (ASDs) [Heinzel02] are used, since most GW detector ex-
perimentalists use this normalization to measure noise. Here, the ASD of a
channel is denoted by a carat, e.g., the ASD of channel X as Xˆ.
In realistic situations, more information about the system may be required to cor-
rectly apply the above procedure. In particular, control loops may complicate the
measurements. In order to apply this procedure to signals associated with control
loops, it is necessary to take the characteristics of the loops into account. In sec-
tion 2.6, this will be demonstrated through application of the method to example
control loops. In anticipation of that, the following section gives a brief overview
of the control theory terminology and conventions used in the examples.
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2.4. Control theory
Although a variety of control techniques exist, (e.g., both feedback and feed-
forward [Smith05] control are used within GEO600), we consider the by far most
commonly-used control type for laser-interferometric GW detectors, linear invert-
ing feedback (LIF). This works by using a device called the sensor to measure the
deviation of a given observable of the system of interest, the plant, from its oper-
ating point. The sensor output, here acalled the error signal, is passed through
filters called the servo that transform it into a feedback signal of opposite sign.
This is applied to a device, called the actuator, that acts on the system by chang-
ing the value of the observable in response to the feedback signal. Such a system
thereby reduces the deviation of the observable from the operating point, in the
steady-state.
G
plantactuator
error-
signal
feedback-
plant, G (simplification)
signal
servo
S
sensor
Figure 2.3.: Linear inverting feedback control loop. The actuator, plant, and sensor
will be considered as one in this chapter, as indicated by the dotted
box.
A simple LIF control loop is shown in Figure 2.3. In the examples that follow, since
we are only concerned about signals that can be (easily) measured, the diagrams are
simplified by considering the plant, to also include the the sensor and the actuator.
A LIF control loop that is nominally operating in the steady state is said to be a
closed-loop. One that has a break in signal flow at some point, preventing feedback,
is said to be an open-loop. The following will assume steady-state operation of the
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control loops, and analysis in the frequency domain. Symbols representing different
loop components, e.g., G and S, will be taken to represent the complex transfer
function responses of those components.
+ +
signal
input
signal
output
G
plant
servo
S
G
plant
servo
S
signalsignal
output input
Vin Vout
Vout VFB
Vin
Figure 2.4.: Simple open- and closed-loops including measurement points that could
be used to determine the open-loop gain and closed-loop transfer func-
tion.
The open-loop gain of a control loop, Gol, is defined as the transfer function (re-
sponse) that a signal experiences for one complete pass through the entire loop
when it is open (i.e., when there is no feedback). It consists of the complex multi-
ple of the transfer functions of each of the components within the loop. In principle,
this transfer function can be computed between a signal injected into the front of
the open loop, and the output of the loop, as long as all components of the loop are
located between these points. To demonstate this, consider the simple open-loop
shown in the left diagram of Figure 2.4. Here, the output signal is,
Vout = VinGS, (2.9)
where Vin is the input signal, and G and S are the transfer functions of the plant
and servo, respectively. Therefore, the transfer function measured from Vin to Vout,
i.e., the open-loop gain, is,
Gol = GS. (2.10)
In a closed-loop, a signal added at any point will be suppressed at the point di-
rectly after that by an amount called the closed-loop transfer function, or Tcl. To
demonstrate this, consider the right diagram in Figure 2.4. The output signal is,
Vout = Vin + VFB, (2.11)
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Hn1
n2N1
+α1
Figure 2.5.: Simple system for which an out-of-loop noise projection could be done.
where,
VFB = VoutGS. (2.12)
From these equations, it follows that,
Vout =
1
1−GSVin. (2.13)
Thus, the transfer function from the input signal to the output signal, i.e., the
closed-loop transfer function is,
Tcl =
1
1−GS =
1
1−Gol . (2.14)
Most control loops suppress disturbances only over a given bandwidth. A common
way to characterize the bandwidth of these loops is by their unity-gain frequency
(UGF), which is the Fourier frequency for which the open-loop gain is one. For
more information about control theory see, [Freise].
2.5. Noise projection categories
Figure 2.5 shows a model system for which a noise projection could be done. Here
the projection of N1 to H is straightforward (requiring only accurate measurements
of the noise channel and transfer function) following the procedure given in Sec-
tion 2.3. In most real situations, the noise projection process is more complicated
than this simple case. As already discussed, the validity of the projection relies
upon the signals being measured are recorded properly, as true representations of
the noise sources in question. Also, it is often necessary to take the details of one or
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no
coupling?
no
< UGF?
or perform
experimental
search
model αj
in question, nj
linearnoise source
freq’s of interest
noise projections
in-loop
noise projections
out-of-loop
noise projections
open-loop
no
out-of-loop?
Nj
yes
yesyes
Figure 2.6.: Decision tree for selecting a noise analysis type based on the charac-
teristics of the system.
more control loops into account. This section briefly introduces some of the most
common noise projection categories. In the following we use the terms in-loop and
out-of-loop to describe measurement points that measure signals that are within, or
external to, the causal signal flow of a given control loop, respectively. The decision
process used to select one of the following types of noise projections is depicted in
Figure 2.6.
2.5.1. Out-of-loop projections
Channels that measure useful out-of-loop signals while the detector is in its nom-
inal state are ideal for noise projections since they can be measured continuously
without complications due to control loops (discussed below). In this case, the
situation is like that shown in Figure 2.5. The projection is conducted following
the procedure given in Section 2.3, and as long as Nj is a good representation
of nj, and the coupling is linear, then M˜j accurately represents the level of this
noise in H. Out-of-loop channels exist where there is a reference that measures the
deviations of a given parameter independent of a control loop (e.g., a photodiode
that measures the intensity fluctuations of the laser at a point after it has been
stabilized). However, it should be noted that during the course of commissioning,
once such a channel has been shown to measure a noise that couples significantly
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to the detector output, it is often converted by the commissioners into an in-loop
error signal and fed back to reduce the noise. Thus out-of-loop channels typically
exist only if they do not measure a noise that couples significantly, or if no suitable
control loop can be employed to reduce the noise that they measure.
2.5.2. In-loop projections
For a project as complicated as GEO600, the level of a given noise source and/or its
transfer function to H may depend significantly on the state of the entire system.
Since most control loops associated with GEO600 are closed in order to keep the
detector in its nominal operating condition, it is desirable to measure H˜, N˜j and αj,
with these loops closed. However, the signal present in a noise channel associated
with a feedback loop often consists of a mixture of several noise sources. For
example, any noise that is added after the measurement point will be fed back
and will pollute the measured signal. This mixing of noise sources due to loop
gain sets a limit on the utility of in-loop measurements. In the next section we
demonstrate that noise projections of in-loop noise channels within a single-path
loop can only be interpreted with certainty for frequencies where the gain of that
loop is less than unity. Although this imposes a severe limit on the utility of this
method within control loops with high UGF, it should be noted that many of the
control loops in gravitational-wave detectors are employed to reduce deviations (for
example, seismically-driven mirror motions) that occur below the detection band
of the instrument, and thus have loop gain less than unity over much of this band.
2.5.3. Open-loop projections
If no out-of-loop channels of the type described above exist for a given noise, and if
the in-loop channels do not provide useful information due to loop-gain limitations,
it may still be possible to determine the level of noise coupling by making the DFT
measurements on an open-loop (the transfer functions are still measured in-loop).
Many noise sources within a given control loop can be isolated by breaking the
signal flow at different locations, such that only the desired noise adds to the
measured channel. In the open-loop, the measured signals are not influenced by
loop gain. Thus it is necessary to multiply the DFTs by the closed-loop transfer
function of the loop containing Nj in order to project the correct level of noise
coupling. Thus an open-loop projection is calculated as,
M˜jol = αjN˜jTcl. (2.15)
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The drawback of this type of measurement is that the entire system is not at its
nominal state, and thus any noise that depends on the state of the system may
appear at a different level, or not at all.
2.6. Examples and simulations
A few examples that illustrate how noise projections work when applied to realistic
control loops are presented in this section. These are not intended to be exhaustive
or general, but rather indicative of the main features and drawbacks of the method.
Since the application of out-of-loop noise projections is straightforward, following
the procedure described in the last section, the following focuses on in-loop noise
projections and the limits imposed on them by loop gain. Since for these simula-
tions, the level of the noise sources do not depend on the state of the entire system
(as was argued to be the case for real instrumental signals above), open-loop pro-
jections are used to determine the true noise coupling levels with which to compare
the results of the in-loop projections.
2.6.1. Single loop
As a first example, consider the single-path feedback loop shown in Figure 2.7.
This consists of a plant, G, and a servo, S, and has two independent noise sources,
n1 and n2 that are suggestively referred to as feedback noise and detection noise
because of their locations. The channels, N1 and H, represent the feedback-point
and error-point of the loop, respectively. We are interested in determining the level
with which feedback noise, or any noise added after H and before N1, in this case
n1, couples to H by measuring the in-loop noise projection M˜1.
Following equations 2.10 and 2.14, the open-loop gain and closed-loop transfer
functions of this loop are,
GOL = GS, (2.16)
TCL =
1
1−GS . (2.17)
When the loop is closed, N1 and H will measure linear combinations of the noise
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n2N1 Hn1
++ G
S
error-
servo
plant
feedback
noise point
feedback-
noise
detection
point
Figure 2.7.: Single-path feedback loop consisting of a plant and filter, two inde-
pendent noise sources, and two measurement channels. Signals flow
clockwise through the loop, as indicated by the dashed arrow.
sources n1 and n2. Their DFTs are given by,
N˜1 = (n˜1 + n˜2S)Tcl, (2.18)
H˜ = (n˜1G+ n˜2)Tcl. (2.19)
The transfer function from N1 to H is measured as described in 2.3, i.e., while the
system is dominated by n1,
α1 =
H˜
N˜1
∣∣∣∣
n1
=
n˜1GTcl
n˜1Tcl
= G. (2.20)
Before calculating the in-loop noise projection, let us determine the actual levels
with which n1 and n2 couple to H by measuring their open-loop noise projections.
The corresponding DFTs are measured with the loop broken in such a way that n1
and n2 are isolated into channels N1 and H, respectively. Using the transfer func-
tion measured above, and the open-loop noise projection formula, (Equation 2.15)
gives,
M˜1ol = N˜1|n1Tclα1 = n˜1TclG, (2.21)
M˜2ol = H˜|n2TclI = n˜2Tcl, (2.22)
where I stands for the unity transfer function from H to itself. Note that both M˜1
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and M˜2 include Tcl, since the DFTs were measured open-loop.
The in-loop projection ofN1 toH is calculated from the above information following
Equation 2.8,
M˜1 = N˜1α1 = (n˜1 + n˜2S)TclG. (2.23)
This shows that M˜1 is always an upper limit on the contribution of n1 to H because
it is polluted by n2. More generally, the noise projection will be approximately
correct for any Fourier frequency at which N˜1 is dominated by a noise source added
in the loop after H and before N1, such as the feedback noise, n1. On the other
hand, for frequencies at which N˜1 is dominated by a noise added after N1 and before
H, such as detection noise, n2, the apparent projection will be an overestimate,
M˜1|n2 = H˜|n2Gol. (2.24)
This expression can be used to set an upper limit on the contribution of noise added
between points N1 and H to the in-loop projection M˜1,
L˜1 = H˜Gol. (2.25)
This is referred to as the loop-noise upper limit, and its normalized (by H˜) absolute
value,
L¯1 =
∣∣∣∣∣ L˜1H˜∗H˜H˜∗
∣∣∣∣∣ = |Gol| , (2.26)
as the normalized loop-noise upper limit. For frequencies at which L¯1 is greater
than unity (i.e., below the UGF) |M˜1| exceeds |H˜|. Thus, for a single-path loop,
definite information about the level of coupling of a given noise to the detector
output cannot be obtained using in-loop noise projections below the UGF.
To better understand the performance of the in-loop projection described above, a
simulation of the loop in Figure 2.7 was made. Uncorrelated white random noise
was injected for both n1 and n2. The transfer functions of G and S were given
a frequency dependence and gain such that the loop unity-gain frequency was at
140Hz, and each noise source dominated H over some frequency range. Transfer
functions of G, H, and the open-loop gain of the full loop are shown in the left
graph of Figure 2.8.
The right graph of Figure 2.8 shows several of the outputs of the simulation. These
are normalized to amplitude spectral densities Hˆ, Mˆ1, Mˆ1ol, Mˆ2ol, and Lˆ1. By
comparing Mˆ1ol and Mˆ1, we can determine how accurately the in-loop projection
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Figure 2.8.: Results of a simulation of a single-path feedback loop. Left: Transfer
functions of G, H, and the open-loop gain. Right: Amplitude spectral
densities of the noise projections, the detector output, and the loop-
noise upper limit.
represents the coupling of n1 to H. Above the UGF, the two agree well, and Mˆ1
is well above the loop-noise upper limit. For real measurements of the detector
data, this would provide confidence of the validity of the projection even without
the out-of-loop projection for comparison. Below the UGF, the projection is an
overestimate of the actual contribution due to contamination of N1 by n2. This is
allowed by L¯, which is greater than unity below the UGF.
To summarize, within a single loop, an in-loop projection from N1 to H is valid
for frequencies at which a noise added after H and before N1 dominates N1. For
frequencies at which this is not true, the projection can be an overestimate up to the
limit set by L˜1. Thus, dependable information can be gleaned only at frequencies
above the UGF and for which the magnitude of M˜1 is greater than that of L˜1. If
these conditions are not met for the noise source and frequencies of interest, the
DFTs must be measured with the loop open.
2.6.2. Split-path loop
Consider the split-path loop shown in Figure 2.9. This consists of a plant, G, and
two servos, S1 and S2, which are in separate paths called the slow- and fast-path,
respectively. Noise sources are added at n1, n2, and n3 and measurements are made
through the channels N1, N2, and H. The desired outcome is an in-loop projection
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of n1 and n2, the noise sources added in the two individual paths, to H. Although
the following equations are general, note that in a typical split-path loop, the slow-
path has higher gain than the fast-path at low frequency and lower gain at high
frequency. The frequency at which the gains of the two paths are equal is called
the crossover frequency, which is lower than the unity-gain frequency.
N2
Hn3
N1 n1
n2
+
+
+
+
+
servo 2
S1
S2
fast-
path
detection
noise
common-
path
S2
S1
G
servo 1
point
feedback-
error-
point
G
plant
noise
noise
slow-
path
point
feedback-
G′1
Figure 2.9.: Left: Split-path feedback loop consisting of a plant and two servos.
Three independent noise sources are added and signals are recorded by
three measurement channels. Signals flow clockwise, as indicated by
the dashed arrow. Right: A rearrangement of the loop as a single-path
loop consisting of the equivalent gain of the slow-path and the filter
for the fast-path.
The open-loop gain of the entire loop and the slow- and fast-paths are,
Gol = G(S1 + S2), (2.27)
Gol1 = GS1, (2.28)
Gol2 = GS2, (2.29)
respectively. The closed-loop transfer function of the entire loop (measured in the
common path) is
Tcl =
1
1−Gol =
1
1−G(S1 + S2) . (2.30)
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In order to calculate the closed-loop transfer functions of the separate paths (i.e.,
the amount of suppression a signal injected into one of these paths experiences
at the point directly after injection), it is useful to form an equivalent single-path
loop through simplification, as shown in the right diagram of figure 2.9. Here the
slow-path and the plant form an equivalent gain,
G′1 =
G
1−GS1 . (2.31)
Similarly for the fast-path we get,
G′2 =
G
1−GS2 . (2.32)
It follows that the closed-loop transfer functions for the two split paths are,
Tcl1 =
1
1−G′2S1
=
Tcl
1−GS2 , (2.33)
Tcl2 =
1
1−G′1S2
=
Tcl
1−GS1 . (2.34)
The DFTs of the three channels, measured in the closed-loop, are each linear com-
binations of the three noise sources,
H˜ = n˜1Tcl1S1G
′
2 + n˜2Tcl2S2G
′
1 + n˜3TCL, (2.35)
N˜1 = n˜1Tcl1S1 + n˜2Tcl2S2G
′
1S1 + n˜3TclS1, (2.36)
N˜2 = n˜1Tcl1S1G
′
2S2 + n˜2Tcl2S2 + n˜3TclS2. (2.37)
Measurement of the noise-coupling transfer functions of N1 and N2 to H yield,
α1 =
H˜
N˜1
∣∣∣∣
n1
=
n˜1Tcl1S1G
′
2
n˜1Tcl1S1
= G′2, (2.38)
α2 =
H˜
N˜2
∣∣∣∣
n2
=
n˜2Tcl2S2G
′
1
n˜2Tcl2S2
= G′1, (2.39)
as one would expect from the simplified loop in Figure 2.9. The projections are
found according to Equation 2.8 to be,
M˜1 = N˜1α1, (2.40)
M˜2 = N˜2α2. (2.41)
The projections of the two feedback-point channels for the cases in which their
signals are dominated by noise added outside of the path in which they are situated
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(i.e., either in the common-path or in the fast-path if the channel is in the slow-
path) are,
M˜1|n2 = n˜2Tcl2S2G′1S1G′2 = H˜|n2S1G′2, (2.42)
M˜1|n3 = n˜3TclS1G′2 = H˜|n3S1G′2, (2.43)
M˜2|n1 = n˜1Tcl1S1G′2S2G′1 = H˜|n1S2G′1, (2.44)
M˜2|n3 = n˜3TclS2G′1 = H˜|n3S2G′1. (2.45)
Again, these can be used to set loop-noise upper limits on the projections. The
normalized magnitude of these are,
L¯1 = |S1G′2| =
∣∣∣∣ GS11−GS2
∣∣∣∣ , (2.46)
L¯2 = |S2G′1| =
∣∣∣∣ GS21−GS1
∣∣∣∣ . (2.47)
As demonstrated in Equations 2.42-2.45, these upper limits hold for the case where
Nx is not dominated by a noise added in the x-path. Split-path loops typically have
high loop gain at the crossover frequency and much more gain in the fast-path at
the UGF than in the slow-path. Applying these simplifying conditions to the above
formulas shows the following:
• L¯1 is above unity below the crossover frequency, equals unity at the crossover
frequency, and is less than unity for all frequencies above that.
• L¯2 is below unity below the crossover frequency, equals unity at the crossover
frequency, is above unity between the crossover frequency and the UGF,
equals unity at the UGF, and is below unity for all frequencies above that.
Figure 2.10 shows the results of a simulation for the control loop shown in Figure 2.9
with three uncorrelated white random noise sources and frequency-dependent gains
for each path. The open-loop gain of the slow- and fast- paths and the entire loop
are shown on the left. The crossover frequency is at 88Hz and the unity gain
frequency is at 310Hz. The right graph shows the results of the noise projections.
Comparison of the loop-noise upper limits and Hˆ shows the behavior expected from
the above calculations8. Comparison of the in-loop projections with the open-loop
projections confirms that for frequencies at which the former are above the loop-
noise upper limits, and for which these limits are less than Hˆ, the in-loop noise
projections are accurate representations of the actual noise coupling.
8Lˆ2 blows up between the crossover and the UGF because the phase contributes to form a
zero in the denominator of Equation 2.47.
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Figure 2.10.: Results of simulation of a split-path feedback loop. Left: Open loop
gain of the slow- and fast-paths, and full loop. Right: Amplitude
spectral densities of the noise projections, the detector output, and
the loop-noise upper limits.
To summarize, in-loop noise projections performed on signals within the two sep-
arate paths of a split-path feedback loop are subject to two different loop-noise
upper limits. These have the practical result of limiting the utility of in-loop pro-
jections in the slow- and fast-paths to above the crossover and unity-gain frequency,
respectively. Again, if the frequencies of interest for the noise projections do not
coincide with those allowed by these limitations, open-loop projections can still be
done.
2.6.3. Coupled systems
Complex interferometric GW detectors such as GEO600, often exhibit a significant
amount of cross-coupling from one observable to another. For some situations, a
direct cross-coupling to differential arm length motion due to the actuator is the
dominant coupling mechanism. In these cases, the feedback signal of the loop
can be taken as an out-of-loop measurement of the noise, and projected following
the procedure given in 2.3. In others, the observable being controlled dominates
the coupling to H. In these cases, since it is not possible to directly measure
the observable, the use of any signal within the loop for in-loop noise projections
could result in a erroneous estimate of the level with which the noise couples. In
many cases information about the control loop can be used to determine a method
to perform a noise projection. However, this is not general, and explanations of
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individual examples extends beyond the scope of this work.
2.7. Summary
The fundamental principles of noise projection, a method used to determine the
level with which noise sources couple to the detector output, were introduced in
this chapter. The key point of the procedure given in 2.3 is the establishment of a
causal transfer function by measurement. The method provided for doing this, i.e.,
measurement in the presence of a dominant noise of the type one wishes to project,
is more robust than establishing transfer functions based on ambient correlations
or models. However, the method given here requires that the underlying transfer
functions be linear (and stationary) in magnitude in order for noise projections to
give the correct coupling level. This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. In
addition, for systems with significant frequency nonlinearities, the linear projections
explained here will only serve as lower limits on the actual noise coupling. The
incorporation of nonlinear effects in the noise projection procedure is beyond the
scope of this work.
The procedure was tested using two example simulations, and found to be in agree-
ment with calculation. For the examples presented, limits were set on the utility
of in-loop noise projections for signals Nj that are recorded from within a control
loop. These effectively limit projection of in-loop signals in single loops to frequen-
cies above the UGF and for split-path loops for frequencies above the crossover
and UGF for the slow- and fast-paths, respectively. Results of the application of
noise projections to the real noise sources of GEO600 are presented in the following
chapter.
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3.1. Introduction
Noise analysis has played a crucial role in the commissioning of GEO600 by pro-
viding information that has often led to improvement in the sensitivity of the de-
tector. However, a review of this history is beyond the scope of this thesis. It can
be followed in detail in many of the nearly 4000 pages of the GEO600 Electronic
Logbook [GEO600 log]. This chapter describes aspects of the noise analysis done
for GEO600 near the start of the S5 data taking run. In particular, the linear noise
projection method described in Chapter 2 is employed to create a snapshot of the
coupling level of many noise sources to the detector output.
In order to clarify how the detector output signal is produced for S5, the following
Section 3.2 gives a brief introduction to the calibration method currently in use.
Section 3.3 briefly describes the setup and purpose of each subsystem that has been
identified as important in terms of noise coupling to the detector output, and gives
the noise projections related to these. These noise projections are compared to
the theoretical sensitivity limit for GEO600 with a 550Hz signal-recycling cavity
detuning throughout this chapter. Section 3.4 briefly discusses a few examples of
other types of noise that have been found to couple to the detector output. In
Section 3.5 the individual noise projections are compiled into a noise budget and
compared to the actual detector output signal to determine how much of the total
detector noise present near the start of S5 can be understood using linear noise
projections.
3.2. S5 strain calibration
A thorough description of the calibration of the detector output to strain for
times up to the S4 run can be found in [Hewitson04, Hewitson04b, Hewitson04c,
Hewitson05]. The following briefly reviews some aspects of this, and focuses on the
changes to the calibration method put in place before the S5 run.
As mentioned above, for S5 GEO600 is, and will continue to be, operated as a
DRMI with a signal recycling cavity detuning of roughly 550Hz. In contrast to a
power-recycled Michelson interferometer, a detuned dual-recycled MI has signifi-
cant differential arm-length motion (DARM) signal present in both the in-phase P ,
and quadrature (i.e., demodulated 90 degrees out of phase) Q, demodulations of
the signal from the output photodiode for any demodulation phase chosen. The ab-
solute demodulation phase of these signals is chosen such that both have significant
DARM signal content over the GEO600 measurement band, and as a compromise
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between other technical factors, e.g., to avoid demodulation phases for which the
optical gain pole-zero model (see below) includes negative-frequency zeroes. The
‘in-phase’ error signal, P , is defined as the signal with the highest DARM signal
content at DC. This makes it the more suitable of the two for use as the error signal
input to the MID longitudinal control loop (MID loop), which keeps the MI at its
operating point. This loop will be described in section 3.3.1. These two Michelson
differential (MID) error signals are the main raw (uncalibrated) detector output
signals of GEO600.
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Figure 3.1.: Simplified diagrams for a) the conversion of strain h into detector out-
puts P and Q, and b) the reverse process, calibration of P and Q back
into strain.
The calibration of the MID error signals is accomplished by using continuously
injected periodic differential arm-length signals of known displacement, referred to
as calibration lines, as references to convert the voltage present in the raw signals,
P and Q, into units of strain. Figure 3.1a shows a schematic representation of
the way that strain, h, that is imparted on the interferometer, is converted via
the interferometer optical gains, Popt and Qopt (which for simplicity are assumed
to also include the gain factor of the sensing electronics), into the raw detector
outputs P and Q. Also shown is the MID loop, which controls the error signal P
and thereby influences the actual strain in the interferometer. The calibration lines
are injected into the feedback path of this loop, directly before the point where
the servo feedback is measured1. In the figures in this chapter, red outputs, such
1There are three MID longitudinal feedback paths, namely drift control, the slow path, and
the fast path. However, only the fast path has significant influence on the detector within the
measurement band of GEO600, as will be described in 3.3.1. Thus, for simplicity, only this path
is considered here.
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as those shown in Figure 3.1, represent measurement points for signals that are
digitized by the DAQs and recorded as channels.
The S5 calibration process is depicted in Figure 3.1b. This consists of software
that effectively reverses the flow of signals in Figure 3.1a in order to derive h from
the channels P , Q, and the MID feedback. As for previous calibration schemes,
the optical gains of the interferometer are determined by measuring the amplitudes
and phases of the calibration lines in these signals and fitting these measurements
to a parameterized model of the optical system. The resulting transfer function
estimates of Popt and Qopt are inverted and then converted into filters and applied to
P and Q. This produces HP
′ and HQ′, which represent the strain in the controlled
interferometer. Since this strain is influenced by the MID loop, it is necessary to
remove the effects of this loop to determine h. For S5 this is done by filtering
the measured feedback signal through a model of the actuator transfer function,
and subtracting the result from HP
′ and HQ′. The resulting signals, HP and HQ
represent the effective strain input to the interferometer (in the absence of other
types of noise, both would be equal to h). The subtraction of the feedback signal
has the additional benefit of reducing the coupling of any noise added by the MID
loop or the calibration signal electronics to the calibrated signals by a large factor2.
In practice, the calibrated outputs HP and HQ contain not only strain signal,
but also various types of noise. The fact that these signals are calibrated means
that the strain signal in each must be the same, to within the accuracy of the
calibration. This allows optimal combination methods to be employed. Maximum
likelihood estimates are used to produce frequency-dependent filters that determine
the relative weighting each signal should receive in order to produce an optimal
combination. The result of the combination of the weighted signals has the best
SNR for strain signal over the entire detection band [Hewitson05]. For S5, this is
the final calibrated detector output signal, called H. The noise analysis described
in this chapter will focus on measurements concerning H, since it is the most
important signal for both commissioning and data analysis.
3.3. Instrumental noise contributions to H
Although the local environment is known to contribute noise to the detector output,
the most significant noise encountered thus far in the commissioning of GEO600
2The performance of the feedback noise subtraction depends on the relative accuracy of the
calibration (i.e., the accuracy of the filters used to model the optical responses of the interferom-
eter, the actuator responses, and several electronic filters, etc) [Hewitson].
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have been created within the instrument itself. The various subsystems of GEO600
all contribute noise to the detector output at some level. This section focuses on
the subsystems that have been identified as contributing significant levels of instru-
mental noise to the detector output. The setup of each will be briefly discussed,
and noise projections for their associated channels to H for times during or relevant
to S5 will be presented.
3.3.1. Michelson differential longitudinal loop
The MID loop is designed to measure differential length fluctuations of the arms
of the MI, and control these over a bandwidth of roughly 100Hz to keep the MI
close to its ‘dark fringe’ operating point3. Operation close to the dark fringe is
necessary to ensure linearity of the MID error signals, and important for reducing
the coupling level of various noise sources (e.g., laser intensity noise, see 3.3.4) to
the detector output.
A simplified diagram of the MID loop is shown in Figure 3.2. A crystal oscillator
(described below) produces a signal voltage at the RF (de)modulation frequency of
the MI, FMI ≈ 14.9MHz. This is split into two paths, one going to an EOM and the
other to the local oscillator (LO) inputs of the mixers for the output photodiode,
PDO. The signal applied to the EOM imposes phase modulation sidebands at ±FMI
on the carrier light at the input port of the DRMI. As described in 1.2.1, a fraction
of these control sidebands shows up at the dark port due to the Schnupp arm length
asymmetry. Demodulation of the signal from photodiode PDO, at FMI gives the
error signals P and Q. As mentioned above, since the demodulation phase is chosen
such that P has the larger DARM signal at DC, it is used as the error signal for
the servo.
After demodulation, the relatively large dynamic range of P is reduced by a filter,
referred to as the MID whitening filter, in order to avoid adding noise to the signal
as it is passed through the servo filters. The result is split into two servo paths4.
The slow path, which dominates the loop gain from 0.2Hz up to the crossover fre-
quency at about 15Hz, consists of the slow servo, a so called MID de-whitening
filter, to undo the effects of the MID whitening filter, and the coil-magnet actuators
that drive the intermediate masses of MCe and MCn differentially. The fast path
3An image of the ‘dark fringe’, or more specifically, the output laser beam intensity during
a lock of the GEO600 DRMI with a signal tuning of 550Hz, is shown on the title page of this
chapter.
4The third path, which is responsible for correcting slow drifts, is ignored here since it has a
bandwidth of only 0.2Hz
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Figure 3.2.: Simplified layout of the Michelson differential longitudinal control loop.
dominates the loop gain above 15Hz. It begins with the fast servo, the output
of which is routed into two paths, one of which is inverted to allow differential
feedback. These paths each contain a bias voltage adder, a high-voltage amplifier
(HVA), and an MID de-whitening filter. The output signals of these filters are fi-
nally sent to the ESD actuators that act on the lowest stage of the near suspensions.
The calibration lines for the strain calibration described in the previous section are
added to the signals in the fast path, directly after the fast servo.
Several of the most important ways in which noise associated with the MID loop
can couple into H are described below. Here, particular attention is given to
individual noise sources in the MID loop because of its close association with H.
The following subsections will focus only on the most important noise sources of
the corresponding subsystem.
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Detection noise
Noise that is added during the process of converting the light fields incident on the
output photodiode into the error signals, P and Q, is referred to as detection noise.
Since the MID detection process is quite complicated, involving quantum-noise
limited light measurement, demodulation, etc., there are several possible sources
of detection noise. The most important ones are dark noise and shot noise.
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Figure 3.3.: Modeled shot noise contribution to H and an out-of-loop projection of
the MID error signal dark noise.
Dark noise A lower limit on the total detection noise can be set by an open-loop
noise projection of the noise present in the MID error signals when there is no
light incident on PDO, the so called dark noise. This consists of PDO electronic
noise (e.g., Johnson noise of the impedence converting photo-current to voltage,
amplifier noise, etc.), mixer noise, pickup on the cables and electronics between
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PDO and the DAQs, and finally DAQs (digitization) noise. The noise projection of
the dark noise of the MID error signals to H is shown in Figure 3.3. The noise level
of this measurement is dominated by the electronic noise of PDO. Development of
photodiodes taylored to the requirements of light sensing at various interferometer
ports is a current subject of research within our group. For more information,
see [Grote06].
Shot noise One noise source that is not included in the dark noise lower limit
is shot noise of the light incident on PDO. As discussed in 1.4.1, this sets a fun-
damental limit to the sensitivity with which strain can be measured with a given
interferometer configuration and light power. The amplitude spectral density of
shot noise photo-current produced by PDO when it is illuminated can be found
using the formula (corresponding to Equation 1.7),
S˜I(f) =
√
2eI¯ (3.1)
where e is the electron charge, and I¯ is the average (DC) photo-current of PDO.
This is converted to the voltage measured in P and Q by a frequency-dependent
impedance (an L/C resonant circuit) [Grote06] and any other electronic gain or loss
between the diode and the error signals. Additional factors due to the heterodyne
detection method used must also be taken into account [Meers88].
The shot noise contribution to H that is shown in Figure 3.3 was computed using
a Finesse [Finesse] model with the best known parameters of GEO600 during
the S5 run [Malec]. This modelled amplitude spectral density indicates that above
about 700Hz, the detector output is essentially limited by shot noise (i.e., shot
noise is smaller than H by less than a factor of
√
2 in amplitude). In addition, shot
noise is a significantly contributing noise source above about 200Hz, and is more
than a factor of two higher than dark noise over the measurement band, by design.
The most clear way to reduce the sensitivity limit imposed on H by shot noise of
the light at the dark port is to increase the carrier laser power in the DRMI. To
accomplish this, it may be necessary to increase the injected laser power, and/or
remove sources of optical loss in the DRMI. Work towards this end will likely take
place within the next year.
Recording noise
As described in 3.2, H is derived in software from several channels, namely P , Q,
the MID loop feedback signals, and the calibration signal. Each of these originates
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as an analog voltage signal in its associated electronic device, and is converted to a
digital signal by the data acquisition process depicted in Figure 3.4. Any noise that
is added to these signals during this process (e.g., electrical pickup on the cables
and electronics, electronic noise of the whitening filters and digitization noise of
the DAQs) is referred to as recording noise, and can contribute to limiting the
sensitivity of H.
Digital signalanalog signal
cable cablewhitening
filter
DAQs
Figure 3.4.: Simplified diagram of the data acquisition process. The analog signal
is sent via a cable to a whitening filter (which may consist of only an
analog buffer stage) and then to the data acquisition system, where it
is converted to a digital signal.
DAQs whitening filter noise: As will be discussed below, the dynamic range of
the fast DAQs is finite. Therefore, to avoid adding noise in the recording
process, analog signals with high dynamic range (greater than 6 orders of
magnitude) must be filtered in such a way that they have a suitable SNR
throughout the DAQ process. This is typically achieved using analog filters
that reduce the dynamic range of the signal in question by filtering it by
roughly the inverse of its spectrum. These are called DAQs whitening filters.
The noise of the whitening filters for the channels discussed in this section
have been checked to have negligible contribution to the channels used for
noise projections for the frequencies of interest.
DAQs noise: The data acquisition system is used to convert the analog voltage
signals produced by the instrument into digital signals for storage and analy-
sis. Noise added to the signal after the point where it is physically connected
to the DAQs input patch panel is referred to as DAQs noise. The most
significant noise source common to all DAQs channels is the fundamental
digitization noise resulting from the finite 16-bit amplitude resolution of the
DAQs analog-to-digital converters (ADCs)5 [Hewitson04]. For typical chan-
nel settings and an input range of 2V peak-to-peak, this corresponds to about
3× 10−7V/√Hz.
5The ADCs are, in principle, able to provide 24-bit amplitude resolution. However, other noise
sources present in the DAQs electronics reduce the achieved performance to about 17 effective
bits. For that reason, the ADCs are now set to 16-bit mode, as a compromise between noise
performance and data rate [Hewitson04].
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Figure 3.5.: Spectra of the typical level of DAQs noise measured in a channel, and
the actual noise levels for the channels involved in the strain calibration
process, as they are recorded in the DAQs.
In addition, signals recorded in the DAQs exhibit a non-negligible level of
pickup from the environment and from other signals connected the DAQs,
the latter through a process known as cross-talk. The susceptibility of a
given channel to pickup has been shown to depend, among other variables,
upon the output impedance of the device used to send the signal to the DAQs.
For more information about the DAQs and its noise sources see [Hewitson04,
Ko¨tter, Ko¨tter02].
Figure 3.5 shows a comparison between the DAQs noise for a typical channel,
and the noise present in the DAQs channels that are involved in the cali-
bration process. The error signals are both two orders of magnitude larger
than DAQs noise over the entire detection band. The calibration lines in the
calibration channel are well above DAQs noise. Both the fast and the slow
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feedback signals are more than an order of magnitude above DAQs noise be-
low about 300Hz, which is sufficient since the noise in these signals does not
couple significantly to H above that frequency, as will be shown below.
Feedback noise
As described above, P is the error signal input to the MID loop. It is filtered in the
slow and fast paths (i.e., the respective servo transfer functions are applied) before
being passed to the actuators. In principle, with noiseless filters, the feedback sig-
nals would be coherent filtered versions of P . Any deviation from this due to noise
that is added to the signal before it reaches the actuators is called feedback noise.
Feedback noise couples into P and Q by creating unwanted DARM fluctuations
via the actuators. However, feedback noise that is measured in the signals used
to correct for the effects of the MID loop in the calibration process will be greatly
reduced in H. To assure that all noise components added before the actuation are
reduced, it is desirable to record the feedback signals as near as possible to the
actuators, and to use these signals for the calibration. For the S5 run, the slow and
fast feedback signals measured after their respective servo electronics are used. As
shown in Figure 3.2, the output signals of the HVAs are the nearest measurements
of the MID fast feedback to the ESD actuators. However, these have not yet been
implemented in the calibration scheme, although this upgrade is planned for the
future.
Fast path feedback noise Feedback noise from the electronics in the fast path of
the MID loop has been one of the most persistent contributing noise sources
in the history of GEO600 commissioning. The contribution of noise from the
servo electronics was largely alleviated (as described below) shortly before S5,
when the calibration method was upgraded to allow subtraction of feedback
noise from the detector outputs. However, since the fast feedback signal after
the fast servo is used in the calibration, noise added after this point, e.g., in
the high-voltage amplifiers, will not be subtracted from H. Even if it was,
reduction of the feedback noise would still be desirable, since any nonlinear
effects (e.g., sidebands, up-conversion) resulting from real DARM fluctuations
are not reduced by noise subtraction, which is inherently linear.
With no noise subtraction, the transfer function from the fast feedback to H
includes the Michelson de-whitening filter and the actuator response (essen-
tially f−2 over the measurement band). Figure 3.6 shows open-loop projec-
tions of the MID fast servo feedback signal to H computed for a time before
the feedback noise was subtracted in the calibration process (the large lines
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Figure 3.6.: Noise projections for the MID fast feedback signals to H.
that exceed H are calibration lines), and for a time during S5 using the cal-
ibration scheme described above. The servo noise coupling to H is reduced
more than a factor of 10 at most frequencies. Also shown is an out-of-loop
projection of the noise of the HVAs. This is not reduced by the calibra-
tion scheme since it appears after the measurement point for the fast servo
feedback. A reduction of the contribution of noise of the HVAs to H will be
necessary to reach the theoretical sensitivity limit. As described above, incor-
porating the HVA monitor signals in the calibration scheme could accomplish
this. Another possible method would be to reduce the bias voltage applied
to the ESDs. Additional consequences of doing this are described below.
Nonlinear noise from the electro-static drives: As described in Chapter 1, the
ESDs are nonlinear actuators, responding with a force that is proportional to
the square of the voltage applied to them. However, the Michelson servo elec-
tronics prepare a linear inverting feedback from the error signal. In order to
apply this as a linear force, a large bias voltage is added to each signal before
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it is amplified by the HVA and sent to the ESD, as was shown in Figure 3.2.
The strength of the actuator, for small signals, is proportional to the bias
voltage. Thus, one possible way to reduce the coupling of noise produced in
the servo electronics and HVAs is to reduce the bias voltage. However, the
smaller the bias, the larger the nonlinearities become. The following describes
the relationship between the bias voltage and the nonlinearities introduced
to the actuation.
Consider a time-domain feedback signal voltage consisting of a bias B, and a
sine-wave of amplitude a at a given Fourier frequency, f1,
U = a sinφ1 +B, (3.2)
where φ1 = 2pif1t is used to be concise. Applying this to the actuator will
result in a force on the mirror proportional to the square of the applied
voltage,
F (U) v U2 = a2 sin2 φ1 + 2Ba sinφ1 +B2
=
a2
2
− a
2
2
cos 2φ1 + 2Ba sinφ1 +B
2. (3.3)
Here we see the production of nonlinear terms at the double-frequency 2f1.
We can define the amplitude of the resulting signal at the double-frequency
normalized by the amplitude at the signal frequency as the up-conversion
ratio, which gives,
Amp(2φ1)
Amp(φ1)
=
a
4B
. (3.4)
If we now consider that the signal U is a control signal, and that reducing
B linearly reduces the open-loop gain of the corresponding control loop, we
find that we must increase the signal amplitude a in order to keep the same
control bandwidth. Thus,
a v 1
B
∴ Amp(2φ1)
Amp(φ1)
v 1
B2
. (3.5)
Thus, for a control signal, double-frequency nonlinearities are proportional to
the inverse square of the bias.
Now consider the same voltage signal, but with an additional component at
Fourier frequency 2f1,
U = a sinφ1 + b sinφ2 +B. (3.6)
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Figure 3.7.: Amplitude spectra of the MID feedback signal applied to the ESD, and
the resulting level of nonlinear noise for three different bias voltages.
This produces a force on the mirror,
F (U) v U2 = a2 sin2 φ1 + b2 sin2 φ2 + 2ab sinφ1 sinφ2
+2Ba sinφ1 + 2Bb sinφ2 +B
2
=
a2
2
− a
2
2
cos 2φ1 +
b2
2
− b
2
2
cos 2φ2
+ab cosφ1 ± φ2 + 2Ba sinφ1 + 2Bb sinφ2 +B2, (3.7)
which contains not only double-frequency up-conversion, but beats at fre-
quencies f1 ± f2. If we define a beat ratio as the summed amplitude at
the beat frequencies normalized by the summed amplitude at the two signal
frequencies, we find,
Amp(φ1 ± φ2)
Amp(φ1) + Amp(φ2)
=
2ab
4B(a+ b)
=
ab
2B(a+ b)
. (3.8)
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If we again consider U to be a control signal, for which decreasing B will
linearly decrease the overall gain, and will have to be compensated by linearly
increasing a and b. The result is that the beat ratio is also proportional to
the inverse square of the bias,
a, b v 1
B
∴ Amp(φ1 ± φ2)
Amp(φ1) + Amp(φ2)
v 1
B2
. (3.9)
Now consider the actual feedback signal applied to the ESDs. For this we
use the signal measured after one of the HVAs. Figure 3.7 shows amplitude
spectra of the linear inverting feedback signal applied to the ESD, compared
to the nonlinear contributions that arise for the same feedback signal squared
in the time domain, for bias voltages of 600, 300, and 60V. This suggests that
a reduction of bias voltage by even a factor of two would lead to the intro-
duction of a significant amount of nonlinearities into the applied feedback6.
Calibration signal noise: The calibration lines are produced in software and con-
verted into an analog signal that is split into two paths, one going to the
DAQs for recording as the calibration signal channel, and the other is added
into the fast path after the servo filters, as shown in Figure 3.2. In order to
avoid adding noise to the detector output, it is necessary that the calibration
lines have a much greater SNR in the injected signal than in H. Out-of-loop
projections of the injected calibration signal toH for S5, and a time before the
implementation of feedback subtraction in the calibration scheme are shown
in Figure 3.8. This shows not only that the calibration lines are supressed to
a level near to the noise-floor of H, but also that the noise present at all other
frequencies in the calibration signal now has an utterly negligible coupling to
H.
Slow path feedback noise: Electronic noise added within the slow path couples
to H via the transfer function of the intermediate mass drives of MCe and
MCn. The magnitude of these accurately follows a f−4 slope over the detec-
tion band (see Figure 3.26 in 3.3.5), due to the response of each pendulum
to forces applied by the magnet-coil actuators at the intermediate masses.
This steep filtering combined with additional low-pass filtering within the
slow servo relegates the coupling of any feedback noise to the detector out-
put to the lower-frequency end of the measurement band. In addition, noise
contributions of the slow servo are reduced by the MID whitening filter, as
6One possible way to improve both the noise performance of the MID actuation signal, and
its linearity would be to implement a digital square-root processing of the signal before the
HVA [Grote]. The feasibility of this improvement needs to be investigated.
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Figure 3.8.: Out-of-loop noise projection of the calibration signal to H for times
before and after the recent upgrade to the calibration process. The
calibration lines and noise are suppressed in H due to the feedback
(which includes the calibration signal) subtraction done in the calibra-
tion scheme.
for the fast path. The Michelson de-whitening filter for the slow path is
implemented directly after the slow servo, as shown in Figure 3.2. Also, feed-
back noise added in the slow servo is reduced by an additional factor in the
calibration process.
Figure 3.9 shows in-loop7 noise projections of the slow path feedback noise
to H for S5, and for a time before S5 when feedback noise subtraction had
not yet been implemented into the calibration scheme. Even with a steep
low-pass filtering and noise subtraction an additional improvement in slow
7These in-loop noise projections are accurate since the crossover frequency for this loop is
only 15Hz, and the noise projection is above the loop-noise upper limit.
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Figure 3.9.: Noise projection of the feedback noise of the MID slow servo to H for
times before and after the recent upgrade to the calibration process.
path feedback noise is required in order to reach the sensitivity goal below
90Hz.
(De)modulation signal noise
A voltage signal at the Michelson (de)modulation frequency, FMI ≈ 14.9MHz,
is supplied by a low-noise custom-built commercial crystal oscillator with model
name “Wenzel Streamline”. The data sheet for this device is shown in Appendix C.
The output signal from this oscillator is distributed to an EOM for the MID loop
phase modulation, and to the local oscillator inputs of the mixers that demodulate
the signals from PDO and QPDO (the latter being used for auto-alignment as
described in section 3.3.5). After S4 the entire electronic setup for conditioning
and distributing the (de)modulation signal was rebuilt using only high quality RF
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Figure 3.10.: Simplified layout of the RF electronics of the MI (de)modulation
paths. The output of the main crystal oscillator signal is split into
the EOM and LO paths. The amplitude of the signal in the EOM
path is stabilized using a mixer as amplitude modulator, and the sta-
bilized OAN is recorded. The phase noise of the signal in the LO path
is measured by beating the signal against a second crystal oscillator,
which is locked to the first using a phase-lock loop.
components in order to reduce noise on the signals in the LO and EOM paths.
A simplified diagram of the current setup of the electronics associated with the
Michelson (de)modulation signal is shown in Figure 3.10.
Noise in the amplitude and phase of the (de)modulation signals are known to couple
to H. Both have been limiting noise sources over periods of time during GEO600
commissioning, particularly before 2006, when lower-quality commercial signal gen-
erators were used prior to the installation of the crystal oscillator described above.
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Figure 3.11.: Projection of MID oscillator phase noise in the EOM and LO paths
to H.
Oscillator phase noise (OPN): Phase noise of the (de)modulation signal can cou-
ple to H through either the LO or EOM path. In the EOM path, OPN leads
to the creation of (optical) noise sidebands on the MID loop control side-
bands. These noise sidebands couple to H, for example, via asymmetries in
the DRMI, such as the Schnupp asymmetry, which act to reduce the rejection
of common-mode effects [Malec05].
Phase noise of the signal in the LO path can couple to H in (at least) two
significant ways. First, phase noise sidebands on the LO of the MID mixers
beat with those present on the RF signal from PDO, and the result appears
in the error signals. Since the phase noise on the optical signal at the detector
output is time-delayed and filtered with respect to that on the local oscillator
signal, the beat of the two experiences very little common-mode cancella-
tion, and the OPN translates (in a frequency-dependent way that is worse at
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high frequencies [Grote]) into noise in P and Q. Second, through nonlinear
mechanisms in the mixers, the off-phase signals in each of the mixers can
create a strong coupling for OPN of the LO to their demodulated outputs,
as described below.
In principle, an improved common-mode OPN rejection could be achieved
by using a frequency-halved version of the optical signal at 2FMI, the so-
called, 2F signal, which is detected at PDO, for the MID loop mixer local
oscillators. Initial test have been performed to test the performance of this
2F LO. However, so far poor signal generation due to noise added in the
sensing and frequency dividing stages, has not allowed for a demonstration
of a significant reduction of the contribution of OPN to H (although a small
reduction at some Fourier frequencies was seen). Even so, the fact that the
OPN contribution to H was also not significantly increased in these tests is
encouraging. Further work in this area is expected to take place after S5.
As shown in Figure 3.10, the oscillator phase noise of FMI is measured out-of-
loop by using a mixer to beat a signal split off from the MID loop LO path
against the output of an auxiliary crystal oscillator of the same type and
frequency. In order to measure purely phase noise, the phase of the auxiliary
oscillator is locked to that of the MID loop LO signal with a low-bandwidth
phase-lock loop. In addition, prior to S5, these OPN sensing electronics were
used to sample the phase noise of the signal in the EOM path. Figure 3.11
shows a comparison of out-of-loop noise projections of the oscillator phase
noise in the EOM path, and in the common LO path, to H. These show that
the LO path is the dominant coupling path over most of the detection band.
Although OPN is currently not (directly) limiting the sensitivity GEO600, a
broadband reduction of the level with which it couples to H will be needed
to reach the sensitivity goal.
Figure 3.12 shows the transfer functions from oscillator phase noise to the
three calibrated detector output signals. These show that the dominant cou-
pling path for OPN to H is through the off-phase signal in the mixer for
demodulating the P quadrature. Here a large DC signal in the Q quadrature
mixes OPN of the LO strongly into the P quadrature,
φP = 〈Q〉φOPN, (3.10)
where φP is the phase noise contribution to P , φOPN is the OPN of the
LO signal, and 〈Q〉 is the time-averaged (DC) signal in Q, as explained
in [Flaminio06].
In principle, the level of this coupling can be reduced by controlling the DC
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Figure 3.12.: Transfer functions from the phase noise of the MID loop local oscil-
lators to H, HP , and HQ.
signal in Q using a low-bandwidth control loop to cancel the RF signal at the
photodiode, a process referred to as Q correction. This upgrade has already
been implemented in PDO, however it has not yet been sufficiently tested,
and is thus not active during S5.
Oscillator amplitude noise (OAN): In contrast to the phase noise of FMI, the
amplitude noise couples most strongly through the EOM path. OAN of the
LO path is negligible because the local oscillators of the mixers for P and
Q are driven to saturation, which strongly suppresses the coupling of OAN
of the LO to their outputs. The amplitude noise on FMI in the EOM path
is eventually imparted on the carrier and control sidebands, and couples to
the detector output via asymmetries in the DRMI, as explained in [Malec05].
The measured transfer functions from amplitude noise on FMI to H, HP , and
HQ are shown in Figure 3.13. It is interesting to observe that the transfer
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Figure 3.13.: Transfer functions from oscillator amplitude noise on FMI in the EOM
path to H, HP , and HQ.
function to H is lower at most frequencies than those to HP and HQ. This
is due to the combining filters used to produce an optimal H.
In order to reduce the influence of OAN on H, the modulation signal ampli-
tude fluctuations are measured and suppressed. Figure 3.10 shows the RF
amplitude stabilization loop used for this purpose. Here a fraction of the
modulation signal in the EOM path is converted to DC using a half-wave
rectifier and low pass filter. The resulting signal, which represents the ampli-
tude noise of the modulation signal, is then stabilized to a DC reference using
a mixer as an amplitude modulation actuator. Currently there is no out-of-
loop measurement of OAN after the suppression loop. The loop was judged
to be beneficial by its influence on H. An out-of-loop projection of the free-
running AON, and an in-loop projection of the stabilized OAN, are shown
in Figure 3.14. The in-loop projection appears to be sufficiently below the
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Figure 3.14.: Projection of oscillator amplitude noise on the signal in the EOM
path of the MID loop to H.
sensitivity goal, however an out-of-loop measurement after the stabilization
loop is needed to check the accuracy of this estimate.
3.3.2. Signal recycling longitudinal loop
In order to allow stable operation of the DRMI with a constant tuning of the
signal-recycling cavity, and to reduce the coupling of various noise sources to the
detector output, the length of the SRC must be accurately controlled. The signal-
recycling longitudinal control loop (SR loop) that is responsible for accomplishing
this is shown in Figure 3.15. The SR loop error signal is generated by imposing
phase modulation sidebands at ±FSR ≈ 9MHz on the carrier light before MPR
using an EOM, then demodulating the light reflected from the anti-reflective (AR)
coating of the East face of the beamsplitter at FSR. It represents the deviations in
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Figure 3.15.: Simplified diagram of the signal-recycling cavity longitudinal control
loop.
length of the SRC with respect to the length required for the desired tuning, which
is set by the exact value of FSR. For more information about the signal-recycling
longitudinal control see [Grote04b, Grote03]. This error signal is filtered by a single-
path8 servo consisting of a combination of analog and digital filters that prepare a
feedback signal suitable for application to the coil-magnet actuators located at the
mirror level of the signal-recycling double-triple pendulum suspension.
The signal-recycling loop has a unity gain frequency of roughly 25Hz. Above this
frequency, the feedback applied by the servo causes additional motion of the signal-
recycling mirror. This is expected to couple to H via amplitude modulation of the
sidebands at the dark port. In this case, the apparent strain produced by mo-
tions of MSR should be smaller than the same for one of the test mass mirrors by
(roughly) the ratio of light fields on the mirrors [Strain]. For these measurements,
there was roughly 2.1 kW on MCe and 4.7W on MSR, giving an amplitude ratio
of about 21, which translates into a coupling ratio of 42, since a far mirror displace-
ment produces twice the apparent apparent displacement due to folded arms. The
transfer functions from signal-recycling feedback to HP , HQ, and H are shown in
Figure 3.16. These roughly follow the f−2 actuator/pendulum response expected
8The SR loop has a low-bandwidth drift control path similar to that the MID loop. This path
is ignored in the following.
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Figure 3.16.: Transfer functions from the longitudinal feedback signal applied to
the signal recycling mirror to H, HP , and HQ.
from the above coupling mechanism, however a number of complicated resonant
features are also apparent in each transfer function. The features are likely caused
by audio sidebands about the various control sidebands, which experience different
degrees of resonance within the different cavities of the DRMI and then combine
with differents amplitudes and phases in the detector output [Malec05]. Many of
the transfer functions shown in this chapter are similarly complicated to the ones
shown in Figure 3.16. Research is currently underway to develop a more thorough
understanding of the transfer functions presented in this work.
The level of the signal-recycling feedback noise that couples to H has been one
of the major obstacles encountered thus far in commissioning; it has been a di-
rectly limiting noise source over several extended time periods. For the given laser
power, the error signal is limited by shot noise of the light on PDSR at Fourier
frequencies above about 50Hz. In order to reduce the amount of this noise that is
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Figure 3.17.: Projection of the signal recycling loop feedback signal to H.
coupled into H in the detection band, a very steep digital filter was implemented
into the servo before the S5 data-taking run. An in-loop projection of the signal-
recycling feedback to H with this low-pass filter in place is shown in Figure 3.17.
Although the signal recycling feedback is currently not a significantly contributing
noise source over most of the detection band, its noise level is not sufficiently low to
allow the sensitivity goal below about 100Hz. Investigation of improved low-pass
filters [Hewitson, Strain], and alternative error signals with better SNR [Grote] is
underway, although a clear solution does not yet exist.
3.3.3. Power recycling longitudinal loop
The power-recycling longitudinal control loop (PR loop) is responsible for stabi-
lizing the carrier frequency of the laser to the length of the power-recycling cavity
(using the Pound-Drever-Hall technique [Drever83]). This loop is shown in Fig-
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Figure 3.18.: Simplified diagram of the power-recycling cavity longitudinal control
loop.
ure 3.18, and described in detail in [Freise, Grote03]. Phase sidebands at FPR ≈
40MHz are imparted on the light after MC1, and passed resonantly through MC2.
These sidebands are anti-resonant in the PRC, allowing the cavity to be reflection
locked. The error signal for the PR loop is produced by demodulating, at FPR,
the portion of the light present to the west of the PR mirror that flows towards
the laser. This is directed to PDPR by a polarizing beamsplitter (associated with
a Faraday isolator). The error signal represents the frequency fluctuations of the
laser carrier with respect to the uncontrolled common-mode length of the power-
recycling cavity.
The PR loop consists chiefly of analog electronics, which are split into a slow path
and fast path. The full loop has a crossover frequency of roughly 300Hz and a
unity-gain frequency of about 25 kHz. The slow servo prepares an actuation signal
that is sent to the coil-magnet actuators of MC2, controlling its length, and thereby
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the laser frequency, at low Fourier frequencies. The fast servo high-passes the error
signal and filters it for application to an EOM for fast frequency correction.
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Figure 3.19.: Transfer functions from the power-recycling error signal to H, HP ,
and HQ.
Noise analysis experiments prior to S5 led to the conclusion that the dominant
coupling path of noise associated with the PR loop to H is not feedback noise
added in the servo electronics, but rather unsuppressed frequency noise of the laser
carrier, which is present in the PR loop error signal.
Based on this finding, a different method than that presented in 2.3 was used to
determine the transfer functions to H. Instead of injecting a dominant noise for the
transfer function as near as possible to the actuators, noise was instead injected
directly after the error point. In this state, a transfer function was measured
from the error signal to the detector outputs. The results are shown in Figure 3.19.
Because the loop gain is much greater than unity for essentially the entire detection
band, the noise injected directly after the error point is entirely imparted on the
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Figure 3.20.: In-loop and dark open-loop projections of the power recycling cavity
longitudinal error signal to H.
laser frequency noise in the DRMI, and is at the same time measured in the error
signal. This transfer function allows an in-loop projection of the error signal under
nominal conditions, assuming that it is dominated by residual frequency noise. This
noise projection method was confirmed to be accurate for predicting the level of
noise in H during times of excess frequency noise. In addition, since for high loop
gain, any sensing noise of the error signal will also be imparted on the frequency
noise, it is useful to make an open-loop projection of the dark noise of the error
signal for comparison. These noise projections are shown in Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.21.: Simplified diagram of the location of the photodiodes used to measure
laser intensity noise, and the control loop used to suppress it.
3.3.4. Laser intensity noise
Laser intensity noise9 (LIN) can couple to the detector output in a variety of
ways. Calculations by Winkler [Winkler02] show that radiation pressure within
the DRMI, particularly at the beamsplitter, can play a role. In addition, ampli-
tude fluctuations of the laser carrier can couple to H via asymmetries present in the
DRMI that result in a non-negligible amount of carrier light at PDO during nominal
operation. Besides this, laser intensity noise will also be imparted on the various
control sidebands, which can also contribute to H in complicated ways [Malec05].
Figure 3.21 shows the most important photodiodes used to measure laser intensity
noise at various points, and the servos that are used to stabilize it.
Intensity noise of the laser light can be caused by a variety of processes. The most
significant of these is the intensity noise of the free-running slave laser. This noise
9The noise referred to here could more accurately be described as noise of the optical power
of the laser. The term “intensity noise” is commonly-used to describe this, even though intensity
refers to power per unit area.
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is detected by PDL, a photodiode on the laser bench, that is illuminated by a beam
split off from the main beam shortly before it enters MC1. The resulting signal is
actively stabilized in the first intensity stabilization loop, using the current of one
of the slave laser pump diodes as actuator.
As mentioned in 1.3.2, the relatively high finesse (F ' 2000) modecleaners convert
beam geometry and pointing fluctuations of the incoming beam into intensity noise
at their outputs. This effect leads to a significantly increased level of LIN after the
modecleaners, with respect to the injected stabilized light. Thus it is necessary to
further stabilize the laser intensity to a reference after the modecleaners. To achieve
this, PDMC2 is used to monitor intensity fluctuations of a beam transmitted by
one of the mirrors of MC2. The resulting signal is band-passed by the second loop
servo and added to the error signal of the first loop. For a thorough description of
the setup and performance of both stabilization loops, as well as measurements of
the achieved relative intensity noise, see [Heurs].
After the modecleaners, three sensitive photodiodes measure intensity fluctuations
at different ports of the DRMI. The light at the input port that is reflected from and
transmitted towards the laser by the power-recycling mirror is detected at PDPR.
LIN of the light picked off from the east arm by the anti-reflective coating of the
east arm of the beamsplitter is detected at PDSR. Finally, intensity fluctuations
at the output port are measured using PDO. For S5, all of these measurements
are out-of-loop, since they occur after the PDMC2, the measurement point for the
error signal of the second LIN stabilization loop.
Figure 3.22 shows measured transfer functions of the propagation of LIN from
the laser input to the modecleaners, to the various measurement points described
above. For this measurement, a dominant LIN was injected via the slave laser pump
current actuator, and LIN stabilization was deactivated. The transfer function to
PDMC2 consists of two single real poles, the modecleaner cavity poles, at around
8 kHz. That to the east arm, measured by PDSR, consists of the modecleaner
cavity poles, and an additional single pole at around 17.5Hz, the power-recycling
cavity pole. Finally, the transfer function of the LIN to the output port PDO
has roughly the same shape as that to the east arm, but with several additional
resonant features, again due to the complicated interplay between LIN around
control sidebands, and the resonant conditions in the DRMI.
Figure 3.23 shows the transfer functions from laser intensity noise measured at the
dark port to H. The shapes of these transfer functions qualitatively exclude a
significantly strong coupling via radiation pressure at the beamsplitter since they
do not have a magnitude response close to f−2 over any frequency band. Instead,
the complicated shape can be attributed to an interplay of competing effects, as
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Figure 3.22.: Transfer function of laser intensity noise to various ports of the inter-
ferometer
described in [Malec05].
Out-of-loop noise projections of LIN at the input and output ports of the DRMI to
H are shown in Figure 3.24. The noise projection for the east arm power measured
by PDSR is not shown because the baseline noise of the signal was contaminated by
resonant features which are apparently created by clipping of the beam somewhere
along its path. The noise projections show that below about 200Hz, laser intensity
noise couples into H with a level that is too high to allow GEO600 to reach
the sensitivity goal. However, a further intensity stabilization can in principle be
achieved either by increasing the gain of the existing stabilization, or by using
another signal, for example that from PDPR, as an error signal for a third LIN
stabilization loop.
In addition to intensity fluctuations of the laser carrier causing intensity fluctuations
on the control sidebands, LIN on the control modulation signals translates into
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Figure 3.23.: Transfer function of laser intensity at the output port to H.
additional LIN on the carrier and sidebands via the modulation. This can also
contribute noise to the detector output, as was discussed for the MID modulation
above in 3.3.1.
3.3.5. MID automatic alignment loop
The Michelson differential automatic alignment loop (MID AA loop) is used to
superimpose the axes of the beams from the East and North arms at the dark port.
It is the most critical of all GEO600 AA systems both in terms of detector stability
and noise performance [Grote03]. In order to maintain longitudinal lock and allow
maximum sensitivity, the angle between the interfering beams from the two arms
at the dark port should be kept to within 1 × 10−8 rad [Grote04]. To achieve the
required gain at the frequencies of the pendulum alignment modes, the MID AA
loop has the highest bandwidth of any alignment loop, about 6Hz. Although this
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Figure 3.24.: Out-of-loop noise projections of laser intensity noise at the input and
output ports of the DRMI to H.
bandwidth is below the detection band of GEO600, alignment error signals are
typically relatively noisy in comparison with length control signals. Therefore a
strong filtering of noise by the servo and pendulum are required to allow the very
steeply-sloped noise falloff required to achieve the theoretical sensitivity limit at
50Hz.
Figure 3.25 shows a simplified diagram of the MID AA loop for one degree of free-
dom (rotation or tilt). The same modulation signal used for the MID loop, at FMI, is
used for the MID AA loop. The output beam at the dark port is centered (after the
photodetector used for the MID loop) on the output quadrant photodiode, QPDO,
with high bandwidth (≈ 1 kHz) by a galvanometer scanner [Grote03, Grote04c].
The MID AA loop error signal is generated by demodulating the signals from this
quadrant photodiode at FMI and making linear combinations of the signals from
the individual quadrants, as explained in [Grote03]. It is filtered by a servo con-
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Figure 3.25.: Simplified diagram of the control loop for one (either) of the degrees
of freedom of the Michelson differential automatic. A galvonometer
scanner is used to center the output beam on the quadrant photode-
tector.
sisting of analog and digital filters that produce feedback signals that are sent to
the magnet-coil actuators for the correct degree of freedom.
Figure 3.26 shows the transfer functions from the two MID AA feedback signals
to H. These accurately exhibit an f−4 slope, which is the expected longitudinal
mirror response to a longitudinal force added at the intermediate mass. The most
likely cause of the relatively large coupling of alignment feedback to longitudinal
mirror motion is an imbalance in the individual coils of the actuators, which causes
an inherent longitudinal force for any applied rotation or tilt signal [Grote]. In
principle, this effect can be compensated by a frequency-dependent orthogonaliza-
tion of the longitudinal and alignment degrees of freedom of the intermediate mass
drives. Another possible coupling mechanism is angle-to-length coupling caused by
the rotation or tilt of the solid body of the mirror, in conjunction with a miscenter-
ing of the beam. For this mechanism, a given misalignment fluctuation will create a
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Figure 3.26.: Transfer functions of Michelson differential auto-alignment feedback
signals to H, shown together with a model of the transfer function
from a longitudinal force applied to the intermediate mass to longi-
tudinal mirror motion.
larger (apparent) displacement of the mirror surface for a larger miscentering of the
beam on the surface. The effects of this coupling in GEO600 might be alleviated
by a more accurate beam centering. In addition to these, imbalanced force due to
e.g., magnet variation, coil-magnet alignment, and asymmetry of the suspensions
may play a strong role in the coupling.
Figure 3.27 shows in-loop noise projections of the tilt and rotation feedback signals
to H. This shows that currently, noise contributed by the MID AA loop is domi-
nantly limiting the detector sensitivity below about 80Hz. Reduction of this noise
is therefore a primary goal for the future. A software subtraction of this noise from
H is discussed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.27.: In-loop noise projections of the Michelson differential automatic align-
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3.4. Additional noise contributions to H
In addition to the noise caused by the instrumental subsystems described above,
noise analysis has been done for a variety of other noise sources, including environ-
mental noise. A few notable examples are described below. The noise projection
procedure has been applied with generally less success for all non-instrumental
noise sources studied thus far. This is likely due to the fact that many of these,
particularly environmental noise, do not have a single well-defined coupling path,
and/or do not couple linearly. However, since the coupling of environmental noise
to H has become more significant as the detector sensitivity has increased, it is
expected that noise analysis of these noise will play a crucial role in the future
success of commissioning.
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3.4.1. Acoustic noise
As can be seen on the GEO600 optical layout in A, although all of the main
optics and cavity beams are located in vacuum, many auxiliary beams and their
related optics and all photodiodes are mounted on optical benches located outside
the vacuum system. This increases the susceptibility of the signals extracted from
these beams to acoustic noise10. In fact, several features in the current spectrum of
H have already been associated with acoustics. For example, the feature centered
around 360Hz, visible in spectra of H in this chapter, has been identified as an
acoustically-driven resonance of a component located on the optical bench on which
PDO is mounted.
So far, the coupling of acoustic noise to H has been observed to be largely non-
linear. This has prevented the successful application of noise projections. Other
sorts of analysis, chiefly enhanced acoustic noise measurements, have been per-
formed instead.
The coupling of acoustic noise to H can be reduced by using higher quality and
larger optics for the sensitive external beam paths, through acoustic mitigation of
these paths, etc. The ambient acoustic noise level may also be reduced by improved
isolation of the sources or other forms of mitigation. Work in this vein has already
been done at GEO600 and is expected to continue in the future.
3.4.2. Scattered light
Much of the commissioning work done over the last few years has involved identi-
fication and removal of scattered light components. In most cases observed so far,
the coupling of scattered light to H was strongly non-linear. For this reason, the
noise projection procedure was not well-suited for identifying these noise sources.
However, a powerful and simple method was developed to identify the optical com-
ponents that cause scattered light noise using transmissive filters, as explained
in [Hild06]. Using this method, for example, back-scattered light from the optical
bench supporting PDSR was identified as a limiting noise source over two separate
extended time periods. This prompted a major re-design of the optical scheme
that directs the beam to PDSR, including higher quality optical components, and
a simplified optical path. Despite the work done so far, the noise in H over the
frequency range of roughly 100 to 600Hz still exhibits properties characteristic of
10Since the vacuum tanks can also transmit acoustic noise, slight clipping of beams within the
vacuum system can also lead to increases coupling of acoustic noise.
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scattered light, indicating that it is still a significantly contributing noise source.
Research is currently underway to understand the scattered light noise coupling to
the detector output [Hild].
3.4.3. Beam pointing
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Figure 3.28.: Out-of-loop noise projection of tilt fluctuations of the output beam
to H.
Movement of the beams that are used for detection of various signals can couple to
H via a variety of mechanisms. These include scattered light, beam clipping, and
non-uniformities of optics and photodiodes, etc. Prior to S5, measurements were
made in order to estimate the coupling of pointing noise of the beam exiting the
output port of the DRMI and incident on PDO to H. The axis of the beam was
modulated in tilt using a suspended directing mirror (namely BDO2, which can be
located in A), such that the beam moved vertically on PDO. This tilt motion was
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detected by a position-sensitive device, located close to PDO. The output of this
device was used to compute a transfer function to H. An out-of-loop projection of
the ambient tilt of the output beam, again measured using the position-sensitive
device, is shown in Figure 3.28. This indicates that the linear coupling of the output
beam tilt to H is not a directly limiting noise source currently, but is above the
sensitivity limit below about 100Hz. A stabilization of the axis of the output beam,
or a reduction of the coupling, perhaps with improved optics, may be required to
reach the sensitivity goal.
3.4.4. Electrical pickup and magnetic fields
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Figure 3.29.: Two types of out-of-loop “noise projections” of magnetic field fluctu-
ations in the central building to H.
Among the most immediately apparent features of the detector output spectrum
are the lines at multiples of 50Hz11. These are features of the German mains power
11Also immediately apparent are the groups of large lines centered around 650 and 1300Hz.
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system, which is based on 50Hz AC current. The multiples of the fundamental fre-
quency originate from distortions of the waveform caused by the nonlinear loads
of electrical devices [Lu¨ck]. In turn, these lines couple into virtually every elec-
tronic device through the mains power, ground loops, electromagnetic radiation, or
electrical and magnetic fields, etc.
Figure 3.29 shows a high frequency resolution spectrum of H with every 50Hz
line marked. In addition, two types of “noise projections” of the magnetic field
fluctuations measured by a magnetometer located in the central building are shown.
The first of these is made by using each multiple of 50Hz as a “calibration line”
with which to estimate the transfer function, at that frequency, from magnetic
fields to H. A full transfer function is then formed by interpolating the values
between each point estimate. The second assumes an f−2 transfer function that
could result from coupling via a mirror suspension that has magnets at its ultimate
level (e.g., the signal-recycling mirror). The overall gain of this transfer function
is set such that H and the noise projection agree at 100Hz. The subplot of the
figure shows the measured coherence between the magnetometer and H. Although
these estimates are obviously very inaccurate, they indicate that magnetic field
fluctuations are conceivably a significant source of noise in H, and are worthy of
further investigation.
3.5. The full technical noise budget
The most important noise projections measured near the start of S5 are shown
overlayed in Figure 3.30. Also shown is the total of these noise projections, which
is calculated by assuming all of the noise sources to be uncorrelated12 and summing
the individual noise projections in quadrature. This figure represents the known
noise budget near the start of S5. Comparison with H shows that feedback control
noise, particularly those of the MID AA loop limit the sensitivity below about
100Hz. The higher frequency end of the spectrum, above about 600 kHz, is limited
chiefly by shot noise, but is also influenced by a combination of MID loop dark noise
and oscillator phase noise. The gap between H and the sum of the projections over
the intermediate frequency range indicates that a large portion of the noise present
in H at those frequencies is not explained by the noise projections. As mentioned
above, the behavior of this noise indicates components that originate from nonlinear
These are the violin modes of the fused silica fibers of the quasi-monolithic triple pendulum
suspensions. The properties of these fibers and their violin modes are characterized in detail
in [Goßler]
12The coherence between the noise projections shown here is in general very small
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Figure 3.30.: A typical noise budget from a time near the start of S5, showing the
most important noise projections to H. Also shown is the uncorre-
lated sum of the individual noise projections.
processes such as scattered light.
3.6. Summary
Linear noise projections of instrumental signals to H have played a critical role
in the commissioning of GEO600 by identifying the level with which instrumental
noise couples to the detector output, and thereby often leading to its reduction and
removal. In this chapter, noise projections relevant to S5 have been used to identify
much of the limit to the current sensitivity. Despite this, the spectrum of H still
has significant unidentified components. Some of the unidentified noise is believed
to originate from environmental sources with nonlinear couplings. These are not
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easily characterized using the noise projection method described in Chapter 2, and
therefore have to be investigated using other noise analysis methods.
105
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4.1. Introduction
In the previous two chapters, the procedure for noise projection and results of its
application were presented. In this chapter, three general extensions to the noise
projection method are introduced, and the initial results of tests relating to the
implementation of each for the S5 run are presented.
4.2. Automated noise budget
The noise projections described in the previous chapters represented snapshots of
the coupling of given noise sources to the detector output for particular stretches
of time. Such information may be sufficient to allow the commissioners to identify
the most important noise sources close to the time of measurement. However, noise
levels and transfer functions are often dynamic (variations on the order of tens of
percent are common under nominal conditions, but sometimes the variations are
much larger). For this reason it is desirable to perform noise projections continu-
ously in order to have an accurate measurement of the complete noise budget at
all times. Automation of the noise projection procedure given in Chapter 2 re-
quires the ability to compute both the Fourier transforms of the noise channels and
detector output and the associated transfer functions at any arbitrary time dur-
ing nominal detector operation. Possible ways of accomplishing this are discussed
below.
If the above were accomplished, a noise budget could be obtained for any time,
including during a data-taking run. One possible application of this information
would be to make a real-time automatic noise budget monitor. This could be a set
of amplitude spectral densities for H and each noise projection, like those shown
in Figure 3.30, but with a constant update rate of, e.g., 10 s. Automation of the
noise budget is necessary for the two extensions described in the following sections.
4.2.1. Computing the Fourier transforms
Automated computation of the Fourier transforms for noise channels that are mea-
sured out-of-loop or in-loop is straightforward, since these signals are continuously
available during nominal detector operation. However, this is not true for any noise
channel that is measured in an open-loop (since loops are closed in nominal con-
ditions). For open-loop noise projections, it may be possible to establish that the
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noise source does not vary significantly with time, such that rare measurements of
it are sufficient to estimate its value. Alternatively, if the noise is known to depend
on another observable, it may be possible to predict its level using a model and
another recorded signal (e.g., predict shot noise level using a measurement of the
DC laser power).
4.2.2. Computing the transfer functions
In the noise projection procedure given in Section 2.3, computation of the transfer
function from Nj to H was carried out for a period during which a dominating noise
of type nj was injected. It is not practical to measure a transfer function for each
noise channel continuously following this procedure, because adding dominant sig-
nals to the system reduces the sensitivity of the detector1. Instead, a less intrusive
technique must be used to estimate the transfer function for arbitrary times.
Observation of the behavior of the transfer function with time can help dictate
which technique to use. If a given transfer function is shown to be relatively stable
on short timescales, and to vary only slowly, rare measurements of it are enough
to estimate its value. For example, a dominant noise could be injected over the
frequency band of interest for 100 s once per week, and the transfer function com-
puted from that data could be used for the noise projections from that time up to
the next measurement period. If a transfer function is shown to vary primarily by
a frequency independent coefficient, rare measurements of the transfer function in
combination with continuous measurement of this coefficient would allow estima-
tion of the transfer function. Semi-continuous measurement of the coefficient can
be accomplished in a minimally intrusive way by injecting a calibration line at a
single Fourier frequency, and measuring the ratio of its amplitude in Nj and H for
times long enough that the SNR of the line in H is sufficient to allow the desired
accuracy of the coefficient estimation. Finally, transfer functions that vary in a
frequency-dependent way are the most difficult to estimate semi-continuously. One
method for accomplishing this is using calibration lines at several Fourier frequen-
cies and then measuring the transfer function semi-continuously at those frequencies
and fitting the results to a parameterized model as is done in the GEO600 calibra-
tion process [Hewitson04c, Hewitson04b]. This, however requires a well-understood
model for the transfer function.
1It is theoretically possible to inject pseudo-random noise at various points and subtract it
from the detector output using the measured transfer functions, but this is technically difficult
and requires that the system behaves perfectly linearly.
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4.2.3. Initial tests
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Figure 4.1.: Amplitude ratios and phase differences of several transfer functions
from noise channels to H measured on two separate days (a Tuesday
and Thursday of the same week) near the start of S5.
The transfer functions used for noise projections in GEO600 are typically com-
puted with 100 averages from 100 s of data taken during a period of time when a
dominating band-limited random noise of type nj was injected. In order to judge
how stable these measurements are on day time scales, the transfer functions for
several noise sources were computed twice, using periods of data with noise injected
separated by roughly two days, near the start of S5. Amplitude ratios and phase
differences of the transfer functions from these two times for several noise channels
to H are shown in Figure 4.1. These measurements are within 10% in amplitude
and 10 degrees in phase from roughly 60 to 2000Hz (except for the transfer func-
tion for signal-recycling feedback, which was not accurately measured above about
1 kHz). This agreement was typical of the other noise transfer functions that were
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checked by this method for the frequency ranges over which their associated noise
source exhibited significant (i.e., easy to measure) coupling to H.
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and several projected noise channels during S5.
To allow the tracking of faster changes in the transfer functions, noise calibra-
tion lines that dominated both the noise channel and the detector output at a
given Fourier frequency (in spectra longer than 1 s) were injected for several noise
sources. Figure 4.2 shows these calibration lines as they appear in typical (aver-
aged 1 s) ASDs of several of the noise projections and in H. The relative agreement
between the amplitude of the calibration line in the associated noise projection and
in H indicates the accuracy of the transfer function used for the projection with
respect to the actual coupling. These calibration lines will be injected continuously
throughout S5.
In order to estimate the accuracy of the transfer functions at the calibration line
frequencies up to the time of writing, the amplitude ratios and phase differences
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Figure 4.3.: Amplitude ratios and phase differences of H and the noise projection
of the phase noise of the MI local oscillator, sampled at the calibration
line frequency for 32 seconds twice per hour for ten days near the start
of S5. Both y-axis scales are ± three standard deviations.
of the noise projections and H at those frequencies were computed and plotted
versus time. Figure 4.3 shows a time series of 480 measurements of this for the
projection of phase noise of the MI local oscillator to H over a ten day period.
For these measurements, a 32 second long unaveraged Fourier transform of each
signal was produced once each half hour, from which the phase and amplitude at
the calibration line frequency were extracted. The SNR of the calibration line in H
was typically close to 50 for each measurement. Figure 4.4 shows a histogram of the
same data. These measurements show that this transfer function is relatively stable
over time scales of several days at the frequency of the calibration line. Statistics
for the same measurements performed on several noise projections are shown in
Table 4.1. Most of the transfer functions checked by this method over these ten
days were accurate to within about 10% in magnitude and 10 degrees of phase at
the Fourier frequency of the calibration line. This level of accuracy is sufficient for
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Figure 4.4.: Histograms of the amplitude ratios and phase differences of H and the
MID oscillator phase noise projection for the ten day period.
most purposes involving several second long averaged transfer functions. Thus for
S5 it appears reasonable to produce an automated noise budget using fixed transfer
functions measured roughly once per week.
4.3. Technical-noise subtraction
As mentioned in Chapter 2, a potentially more sensitive detector output signal can
be obtained by subtracting the noise budget, or individual noise projections from
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Noise channel Freq. [Hz] Mean Median Stand. dev.
PR EP 216 Amp. Rat. 0.926 0.923 0.031
Phase Diff. -0.211◦ -0.133◦ 1.189◦
Input Port Power 385 Amp. Rat. 1.008 1.009 0.037
Phase Diff. 11.2150◦ 12.312◦ 4.600◦
Output Port Power 385 Amp. Rat. 0.972 0.973 0.039
Phase Diff. 10.972◦ 12.039◦ 4.559◦
MI Local Osc. Phase 1385 Amp. Rat. 1.005 1.003 0.035
Phase Diff. 0.2440◦ 0.2398◦ 1.122◦
SR FB 270 Amp. Rat. 1.023 1.020 0.042
Phase Diff. -5.663◦ -5.614◦ 2.566◦
Table 4.1.: Statistics for the amplitude ratios and phase differences ofH and several
noise projections over ten days of S5.
the detector output2,
H˜′ = H˜ −
∑
j
M˜j = h˜gw +
∑
i
αin˜i −
∑
j
αjN˜j. (4.1)
The degree to which the influence of a given noise source can be subtracted from
the detector output depends on how well the noise channel represents the noise
source (i.e., N˜j ' n˜j, without additional noise), and the accuracy of the transfer
function used to project the noise.
To illustrate the latter point, consider the subtraction of two perfectly coherent
signals, one directly sampled from a given noise source, and the other sampled
after the same noise is passed through a noiseless transfer function. The original
signal is filtered through a filter designed to match the transfer function and then
subtracted. The normalized error of the remainder at a given Fourier frequency
is [Smith05],
δ¯ =
√(
Ao
Af
)2
− 2Ao
Af
cos (φ) + 1, (4.2)
where Ao/Af is the ratio of the amplitudes of the original and filtered signals, and
φ is the phase difference between the two signals. These are determined by the
2Here it is assumed that the noise channels have negligible sensitivity to gravitational waves
(i.e., differential motions of the arms of the Michelson interferometer). If this is not the case, noise
subtraction cannot be done without being taken into account by the detector output calibration
scheme.
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accuracy of the filter used with respect to the transfer function through which the
noise passes. Surface and contour plots of the dependence of this error on the
amplitude ratio and phase difference of the filter and transfer function are shown
in Figure 4.5. These show that to suppress the influence of a given noise on the
detector output by a factor of, for example, ten requires that the filter used to
project the noise accurately represents the underlying transfer function to within
roughly 10% in amplitude and 5 degrees in phase.
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Figure 4.5.: Color depth-plot and contour plot of the normalized error of the sub-
traction of two correlated signals, as a function of the amplitude ratio
and phase difference of the filter used and the real transfer function,
at a given Fourier frequency.
4.3.1. Initial tests
In order to maintain a time-domain calibrated detector output signal, it is desirable
to accomplish continuous noise subtraction for GEO600 in the time-domain. The
production of time-domain filters with the accuracy required for noise subtraction
requires either verified long-term stability of the transfer functions or estimation
of their time evolution and real-time adaptive filtering, as done in the GEO600
calibration process [Hewitson04]. In Section 4.2 it was stated that for the first 10
days of S5, the 100 second long averaged transfer functions that are used for most
noise projections are accurate to within about 10% in magnitude and 10 degrees in
phase at the frequencies with which their coupling level is significant. This should
be sufficient to allow a factor of several reduction of the influence of their associated
noise sources on the detector output.
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Figure 4.6.: Amplitude spectral densities ofH, projected MID AA feedback signals,
and the remainder of a time-domain software subtraction of MID AA
feedback noise from H.
As was shown in the previous chapter, the sensitivity at the lower frequency end
of the GEO600 detection band is limited by feedback noise added by the MID
automatic alignment loops. As a test of noise subtraction, a time-domain filter
was built to match the frequency response of the measured transfer function for
these feedback paths over the frequency range of interest (roughly 10 to 100Hz).
The two MID AA feedback channels were then filtered through this, and the result
was subtracted from H. Figure 4.6 shows a comparison of typical ASDs of H, the
projected MID AA feedback signals, and the remainder of the subtraction of the
projections from H. A clear improvement in the sensitivity of the detector output
can be seen. The ratio of H and the remainder is shown in Figure 4.7. Using
this method the detector output signal sensitivity can be increased by roughly a
factor of 2-3 over most of the band from 10-70Hz. The improvement in sensitivity
is limited partially by the accuracy of the transfer function, and partially by the
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Figure 4.7.: Ratio of amplitude spectral densities of H and the remainder of a time-
domain software subtraction of MID AA feedback noise from H that
were shown in Figure 4.6.
influences of other noise sources over that frequency range (e.g., feedback to the
signal-recycling mirror, see Figure 3.30).
For S5 it is not possible to subtract the entire noise budget from the detector output
in the time-domain. Several of the most important noise projections are measured
open-loop or calculated (e.g., shot and dark noise), and thus no correlated time-
domain data is available for subtraction.
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4.4. Vetoes for false gravitational-wave events
The noise projection method can also be extended to help reduce the detrimen-
tal influence of technical noise on the analysis of the detector output data for
gravitational-wave information. Candidate gravitational wave events that appear
both in a noise projection and in the detector output can be identified as originating
from instrumental or environmental noise, and vetoed. Such vetoes are extremely
important in several gravitational wave searches, in particular the search for un-
modeled, short-duration gravitational wave bursts.
A very simple example of a veto strategy based on noise projections is as follows.
Consider a search for gravitational-wave burst events that uses an event-trigger
generator (ETG) to scan the detector output data and produce a list of candidate
events, each parameterized by their time of occurrence, central Fourier frequency,
and amplitude. Now consider that each of the noise projections is scanned by the
same ETG, resulting in a likewise parameterized list of events. The parameters of
these projected technical-noise events can be compared with those of the detector
output events. If they are deemed to be coincident, i.e., to fall within time, fre-
quency and amplitude windows set by an assessment of the errors of the transfer
functions and the ETG parameter estimation, they can be vetoed.
In practice, the above method can be improved upon with a more sophisticated
method, as described in [Ajith06]. Since the timescales for burst events are short
(1 s), the performance of any veto method based on noise projections depends
strongly on the stability of the transfer functions on these timescales. The devel-
opment of a robust veto for candidate GW events caused by technical noise for S5
and beyond is a subject of continuing and intense research within our group.
4.4.1. Initial tests
In order to check the performance of veto methods based on noise projections, burst-
like events were injected into several noise paths. The projected noise channels were
then compared to H for time periods containing injections. Figure 4.8 shows an
ASD ofH and the noise projection for the MID oscillator phase noise for one second
during which a burst event was injected. Here the injected event dominates the
oscillator phase noise and H from about 800 to 1200Hz. An assessment of the veto
efficiency of several possible veto strategies based on the data from these hardware
injections is ongoing.
As mentioned above, any veto strategy that aims at using the phenomenological
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Figure 4.8.: Short (1 second with 5 averages) ASD of H and the projected phase
noise of the Michelson local oscillator for a time with an injected phase
noise burst-like event.
data produced by noise projections to veto burst events will rely on the real transfer
functions being relatively stable on short timescales. For that reason, an experiment
was done to check the stability of the transfer functions for the noise channels
considered as candidate veto channels for S5 [Ajith06b]. For each noise source, a
dominant noise was injected for 100 s, and an averaged transfer function to H was
computed for this entire time stretch, (as for those transfer functions presented in
Chapter 3). Then, short transfer functions were computed for each 1/16 s segment
of the same data stretch, and the amplitude ratio and phase difference of each
short transfer function with respect to the averaged transfer function over the full
stretch were computed. Figure 4.9 shows the outcome of this for the transfer
function from MID oscillator phase noise to H. For this data stretch and noise
channel, amplitude variations of more than ±20% are visible. This is considerably
larger than the average variations on longer timescales described above. Similar
effects have been observed in several of the other transfer functions. Unless these
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fast variations can be reduced or tracked, they may reduce the efficiency3 of a veto
strategy based on noise projections for S5.
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Figure 4.9.: Time-frequency map of the amplitude ratio and phase difference of
short measurements of the transfer function from oscillator phase noise
to H, with respect to the averaged transfer function calculated for a
100 s time stretch. The color-bar units are those given in the title of
each subplot.
4.5. Summary
Several extensions to the noise projection method were described in this chapter,
along with first results of the ongoing work to implement each of these within the
GEO600 detector characterization system.
3The mechanism by which large errors in the transfer functions reduce the efficiency of the
veto is by allowing more chance coincidences, or false alarms, to be counted among the actual
coincidences.
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Through continuous calculation of the Fourier transforms and tracking of the time
evolution of the transfer functions, many of the noise projections that form the
noise budget can be produced automatically. This allows computation of the level
with which various noise sources couple to the detector output at arbitrary times,
including during a data-taking run, when the detector hardware is inaccessible. It
was shown that for the first ten days of S5, the several-second averaged transfer
functions used for noise projections are typically accurate to within 10% in mag-
nitude and 10 degrees of phase at the Fourier frequencies at which they have been
probed.
Subtraction of the technical noise projections from the detector output was intro-
duced as a technique to obtain a more sensitive detector output. It was shown
for data taken during the early part of S5, by subtracting two noise projections
from H up to a factor of 3 improvement in sensitivity between 10 and 70Hz can
be achieved.
Finally, using the noise projection technique it is possible to veto candidate gravi-
tational wave events based on phenomenological evidence that they actually origi-
nate from technical noise. Initial tests of this using burst-like signal injections are
promising, and work is ongoing within our group to use these data to evaluate the
efficiency of different veto strategies. However, the stability of the transfer functions
on burst timescales appears to be significantly worse than for longer timescales for
some noise projections. This may reduce the efficiency of some vetoes.
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Appendix A.
Optical layout
The official GEO600 optical layout is produced using OptoCad [OptoCad] and
maintained by Roland Schilling. The following diagrams are from the most up-to-
date version, 1.48.
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Figure A.1.: Full optical layout of GEO600.
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Figure A.2.: Optical layout of the laser bench.
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Appendix A. Optical layout
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Figure A.3.: Optical layout of the modecleaner vacuum tank TCMa.
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Figure A.4.: Optical layout of the modecleaner vacuum tank TCMb.
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Figure A.5.: Optical layout of the vacuum tank containing the power-recycling mir-
ror.128
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Figure A.6.: Optical layout of the vacuum tank containing the beamsplitter.
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Figure A.7.: Optical layout of the output detection bench.
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Appendix B.
Timetable
The following is a condensed list of GEO600 milestones. See the timetable in [Grote03]
for times up to the start of this list.
Aug 23 – September 9, 2002 GEO600 participates in S1, the first LSC science
data-taking run, as a power-recycled Michelson interferometer.
November 15, 2002 First lock of the dual-recycled Michelson interferometer (with
a large signal-recycling cavity detuning).
December 23, 2002 Monolithic suspension of the core optics of the Michelson
interferometer finished.
November 5 – 12, 2003 S3 I, the first part of GEO600 participation in S3, and
the first science data every recorded by a dual-recycled long-baseline laser-
interferometric GW detector.
December 30, 2003 – January 13, 2004 GEO600 rejoins S3 for a second period,
called S3 II, with an improved sensitivity and duty cycle.
February 22 –March 24, 2005 GEO600 participates in S4.
September 5, 2005 Completed installation of power-recycling mirror with 1000ppm
transmission.
January 20 –May 1, 2006 GEO600 takes data for S5 during nights and week-
ends, and continues to commission during the daytime.
May 2, 2006 Start of full-time (24/7) participation in S5.
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Appendix C.
Crystal oscillator for the MID loop
A low-noise crystal oscillator is used to produce the MID (de)modulation signal,
as described in Section 3.3.1. The data sheet provided to GEO600 by the man-
ufacturer is shown here. Similar models with output frequencies close to those
currently used to control the signal-recycling and power-recycling cavities were
also purchased, but have not been installed since they have not been shown to be
necessary for the noise requirements of those loops.
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Appendix C. Crystal oscillator for the MID loop
Wenzel Associates, Inc. 
Austin, Texas 
Title:
14.9049150 MHz−SC Streamline Crystal Oscillator 
P/N:
500−13439 
Rev: 
− 
Date: 
10−12−04
Drawn: Ref: 
501−04608a 
Tolerances:
(except as noted)
Dimensions are in inches
0.XX Dec:
 0.030"
0.XXX Dec:
 0.010"
FSCM:
62821 Page 1 of 1
OUTPUT
Frequency
 14.9 049150 MHz 
Level 
+13 ±2dBm into 50 ohms
STABILITY
Aging 
1 x 10−9 per day
after 30 days operating, typical 
Phase Noise L(f) 
10 Hz −120 dBc
100 Hz −150 dBc
1 kHz −165 dBc
10 kHz −165 dBc
Temperature Stability
±2 x 10−8, 0° to +50°C (Ref +25°C)
MECHANICAL
Dimensions
2 x 2 x 1"
Connectors
SMA and feedthru capacitor
Packaging
Solder sealed steel can 
POWER REQUIREMENTS
Warm−Up Power 
 <5 Watts for 5 minutes
Total Power
 <2.2 Watts at +25°C 
Supply Voltage
 + 15 VDC 
ADJUSTMENT
Mechanical Tuning
±1 x 10−6
Electrical Tuning 
±2 x 10−7, ±5 VDC 
 Negative slope
CRYSTAL
Type
14.9049150 MHz SC−cut 
1.000
0.750
0.000
0.250
0.500
0.750
1.000
1.000
0.750
0.000
0.750
1.000
12 1
2
3
FUNCTION
2" SQ.
TYP.
0.500
0.000
CONN
Connector numbers are for reference only,
they are not marked on unit.
#4−40 x 1/4" deep
Threaded Insert,
2 places
SMA Connector
341"
TYP.
Electrical Tuning
Supply Voltage
Ground, Case
RF Output4
0.500
0.200
0.500
Freq Adjust Seal Screw
Figure C.1.: Data sheet for the “Wenzel Streamline”, a low-noise crystal oscillator
used to generate a voltage signal at the Michelson (de)modulation
frequency, FMI ≈ 14.9MHz.
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